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ABSTRACT

This report documents user instructions for several simplified subroutines and
driver programs that can be used to estimate various aspects of the long-term
performance of cement-based barriers used in low-level radioactive waste disposal
facilities. The subroutines are prepared in a modular fashion to allow flexibility for
a variety of applications.Three levels of codes are provided: the individual subrou-
tines, interactive drivers foreach of the subroutines, and an interactive main driver,
CEMENT, that calls each of the individualdrivers.The individualsubroutines for
the different models may be taken independently and used in larger programs, or
the driver modules can be used to execute the subroutines separately or as part of
the main driver routine. A brief program description is included and user-interface
instructions for the individual subroutines are documented in the main report.
These are intended to be used when the subroutines are used as subroutines in a
larger computer code. User instructions for the drivers and example interactive
screens for the main drivers are provided in Appendix A. Examples showing the
use of the individual driver routines to execute the different subroutines and test
data are included in Appendix B. Programmer notes are provided in Appendix C
and the configuration control system is discussed in Appendix D.

FIN A6858--Performance of Concrete Barriers
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This document provides user instructions for as an integrated package. The larger model
the computer models done in support of the U.S. "CEMENT" represents the latter case. CEMENT
Nuclear Regulatory Commission program: Per- is an example of a larger program integrating the
formance of Concrete Barriers in Low-Level individual models into a single program. In this
Waste Disposal, FIN Number A6858. way,the individual models can be used as support

subroutines in a larger main computer analysis
The computer models are described and user code or individually, providing maximum flexi-

instructions for each of the modelsare given. Sep- bility to the analyst. The present version of
arate and integrated drivers are provided. This CEMENT is version 1.01 as described in this
permits the models to be run alone, in a series, or user's guide.

ix NUREG/CR-6138
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FOREWORD

This technical report is a product of the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
under the performance of Concrete Barriers in Low-Level Waste Disposal Project
(FIN A6858). The purpose of this researchis to provide support to the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff in their evaluation of degradation, flow, and
transport throughconcrete barriers and transportthrough cracksthatcan eventually
form in the barriers. The information enhances the capabilities of the NRC staff to
conduct independent analyses, as needed, to assess specific aspects of barrier per-
formance for license applications.

NUREG/CR-6138 is not a substitute for NRC regulations and compliance is not
required. The approaches and/or methods described in this NUREG/CR are pro-
vided for information only. Publication of this report does not necessarily
constitute NRC approvalor agreement with the information contained herein.

xi NUREG/CR-6138
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User's Guide for Simplified Computer Models for the
I

Estimation of Long-Term Performance of
Cement-Based Materials

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the U.S. NRC Concrete Bard- fashion to allow a wider range of applicability.
ers Program research at the IN-ELis to investigate Figure 1shows the overall computer code subrou-
and develop mathematical models and computer tine flow and organization. The main part of this
code models applicable to predicting the degrz,Sa- manual documents the individual subroutines that
tion or durability of concrete that is to be used as actually do the calculations. These subroutines
barriers to radionuclide migration in low-level can be used as part of a general library of routines
radioactive waste (LLW) repositories. The pro- or used in other computer codes. Interactive
gram originallybegan at the Idaho National Engi- driver routines were also prepared for each indi-
needng Laboratory (INEL) for the U.S. NRC in vidual subroutine to allow a user to execute the
1988under the direction ofT. J. McCartin of the routines separately. Finally, a main interactive
U.S. NRC Division of Engineering in Washing- driverwas prepared to allow the user to nanthe all
ton, D.C. This document describes and provides of the individual routines from a single platform.
user documentation for the computer models The main driver and the individual drivers are
developed from these analyses.The mathematical documented in Appendix A. Appendix A also
models developed or investigated are described in includes example interactive screens for the main
the NUREG documents referenced in this report driver. Example interactive screens for each of
(Seitz and Walton 1993; Walton 1992; Walton the drivers for the individual subroutines are pro-
and Seitz 1991; Walton et al. 1990). vided in Appendix B along with example input

and output files for the different routines.
The present version of CEMENT is version Programmer notes are provided in Appendix C

1.01 as described in this user's guide. The corn- and the configurationcontrol system is discussed
puter models were developed in a modular in Appendix D.

1 NUREG/CR-6138
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Introduction

i ,,,,,, i|=l ]

CEMENT
(Main Program)

_ ........

SFCALL SUOFRD

i==, ' eelIH = = H ,•-_ FLWCAL FLOW• i ii ii i

CRBCAL CARBNA Routines shown by a rounded
box may be used stand alone
or as part of larger codes. Input and
output are Interactive. Output files
are created in a user session.

CLACAL CLATIM
Routines shown by a four cornered
box must be called from higher level

, i"........ codes. They are subroutines that

can be Included in FORTRANCORCAL Jut CORROD libraries or as subroutines of largercodes. Input and output are through
subroutine calling sequence arguments.

._ "-_ |' No Interactive Input, output or fileFRICAL J"l FRZTH1 creation takes place.-- Standard FORTRAN library functions
...... -- , and subroutines, not shown.

--__ CLCCAL H LCHCNC

,_ , ,GLCCAL LCHGEO Called functions and

L support subroutines,
typical

......... _[z'B
" ' RTBIS FOFT-[.................... t

Figure 1. Cement Code Subroutine Flow.
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2. THE COMPUTER CODES

Eleven computer codes, or models, were, done onset of corrosion versus time--up to 100 values
to complement the mathematical-physical analy- versus time can be computed.
ses completed for the U.S. NRC Concrete Barri-
ers Program. A summary of these computer 2.1.4 FRZTH1. This subroutine implements the
models is given below. User documentation for freeze thaw degradation model of Walton et al.,
each model is given in Section 3. (1990), Equations (2), (3), (4) and (5), page 26.

The model is based on laboratory tests and com-

2.1 The Subroutines putesthe annualrate of concrete loss, the reduc-
tion in dynamic modulus of elasticity basedon
the number of freeze thaw cycles, and the time to

2.1.1 CARBNA. This subroutine implements reach the level of reduction in dynamic modulus
the carbonation degradation model of Walton et of elasticity.
al. (1990), Equation (5), page 23. As stated in
Walton et al. (1990), the rate of carbonation is 2.1.5 LCHCNC. This subroutine implements the
dependent on the water saturation or relative concrete controlled leaching degradation model

humidity of the environment; as relative humidity of Walton et al. (1990), Equation (4), page 19.
increases from 0 to 100%, the rate of carbonation The rate of leaching is assumed to be controlled

passes through a maximum. This maximum by diffusion in the concrete, that is, the rate of
occurs around a 50% relative humidity. Typical leaching from a concrete surface is rapid
subsurface environments of concrete used as bar- compared to diffusion through the concrete. One-

tiers have a 100% relative humidity and the con- hundred values of deterioration depth x (depth of
crete remains saturated. This is the assumption leaching) versus time can be computed.
underlying the calculations in this routine. One-
hundred values of deterioration depth x (depth of 2.1.6 LCHGEO. This subroutine implements the
carbonation) versus time can be computed, geology controlled leaching degradation model

of Walton et al. (1990), Equation (9), page 20.

2.1.2 CLATIM. This subroutine implements the The rate of leaching is assumed to be controlled
time to initiation of chloride attack model of by diffusion in the local geologic environment

Walton et al. (1990), Equation (1), page 15. An (Walton et al. 1990). One-hundred values of

empirical model calculates the time to initiation deterioration depth x (depth of leaching) versus
of chloride attack as being proportional to the time can be computed.

thickness of the concrete over the rebar divided 2.1.7 SATTK1. This subroutine implements the

by the product of the water to cement ratio and the empirical sulfate attack model of Walton et al.
chloride ion concentration. A single value of time (1990), Equation (5), page 10. The model
to initiation of chloride attack is computed, assumes that the rate of sulfate attack is

proportional to the total sulfate concentration in
2.1.3 CORROD. This subroutine implements solution and the amount of tricalcium-aluminum

the oxygen diffusion degradation model of Wal- silicate in the cement. One-hundred values of

ton et al. (1990), Equation (7), page 16, and the deterioration depth x versus time can be
hydrogen evolution (passive) corrosion model of computed in this routine.
Seitz and Walton (1993), Equation (4), page 8.
The corrosion rate is assumed to be controlled by 2.1.8 SATTK2. This subroutine implements the
the diffusion of oxygen in the concrete and back- sulfate attack degradation model of Walton et al.
ground (passive) corrosion. Oxygen diffusion and (1990), Equations (11-15), page 11. The model
hydrogen evolution corrode the rebar used in con- assumes sulfate ion diffusion into the concrete
crete structural reinforcement. The model com- followed by reaction with aluminum phases and
putes the remaining percentage of rebar after the expansion, which subsequently causes stress

3 NUREG/CR-6138
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The Computer Codes

cracking and foliation of the concrete (Walton et 2.1.10 RNNOD. This subroutine implements the
al. 1990). A single value of deterioration rate in equations to estimate the ratio of the contaminant

cm/yr is computed at each call to the subroutine, concentration in the water at a specified location
along a crack to the initial total contaminant con-

2.1.9 FLOW. This subroutine implements the centration in the concrete matrix. The radionu-
equation to calculate the nondimensional flow clide is assumed to start in the matrix and move

rate from Walton and Seitz (1991), Equations into the crack by diffusion. Transport through the
(5-9), pages 5-6. The nondimensional flow rate crack is assumed to occur by advection. The
(_3) is assumed to be controlled by the crack spac- model is discussed in Walton (1992), pages
ing and width, and the depth of perched water. 10-15.

The ratio of the flow rate through the cracks in the
concrete to the permeability of the overlying 2.1.11 SUDFRD. This subroutine implements
porous media is represented by _3. Thus, _3can be the equations to estimate the thickness of concrete
multiplied by the permeability tff the overlying required to attenuate the contaminant concentra-
porous media to obtain an effective flow rate tion in the leachate by a given fraction assuming
through the combined porous media/cracked specified crack width and spacing. The model is
concrete system, discussed in Walton (1992), pages 16--19.

NUREG/CR-6138 4



3. INDIVIDUAL SUBROUTINE USER DOCUMENTATION

3.1 Subroutine User The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are

Instructions for CARBNA definedin the sectionsbelow.

3.1.2 Inputs. The subroutine has 5 inputs: N,This subroutine implements the carbonation
degradation model of Walton et al. (1990), TIME, DI, CGWCA, and CS. These inputs are
Equation (5), page 23. The rate of carbonation is described in Table I. The variable TIME is an
dependent on the water saturation or relative array N long. DI is the intrinsic diffusion coeffi-
humidity of the environment. As relative humid- cient and can be calculated from the fractional
ity increases from 0 to 100%, the rate of carbon- porosity, 0, and the effective diffusion coefficient,
ation passes through a maximum (Walton et al. DE, using:
1990). This maximum occurs around a 50% rela-

tive humidity. Typical subsurface environments DI-- 0.DE, 0 -< 0 < 1.0. (1)
of concrete used as barriers have a 100% relative

humidity and the concrete remains saturated. This 3.1.3 Outputs. The subroutine has 2 outputs: X
is the assumption underlying the calculations in and IERR. X is an array containing N values of
this routine. One-hundred values of deterioration the depth of carbonation that correspond to the N

depth x (depth of carbonation) versus time can be values of time in the TIME array. IERR is an error
computed, flag and is described in Table 1.

3.1.1 Usage. The model is executed by a 3.1.4 Table of Inputs and Outputs. Table 1
FORTRAN subroutine call: describes the inputs and outputs for CARBNA.

CALL CARBNA (N, TIME, X, DI, 3.1.5 Remarks. N must be input as a positive

CGWCA, CS, IERR, HELP) integer >0 but <100. N or CS must be >0. If any of

Table 1. Inputs and outputs for CARBNA.

FORTRAN NUREG

name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

DI Di Real cm2/sec Intrinsic diffusion coefficient INPUT

CGWCA Cgw Real mols/cm 3 Conc. of total inorganic INPUT
Carbon inenvironment

CS Cs Real mols/cm 3 Bulk conc. of Ca(OH)2 in INPUT
solid concrete

TIME t Real Years Array of time values INPUT, N values

N None Integer None Numberof time intervals INPUT
desired

IERR None Integer None Error flag OUTPUT, set to "1" if
input error

X x Real cm Depth of carbonation at time, OUTPUT, N values
t, an array

5 NUREG/CR-6138
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Individual Subroutine User Documentation

these conditions are notmet, IERR will be set to 1 3.2.4 Outputs.The subroutine has 2 outputs:
and no calculations will be made. Zero is a valid TC and IERR. TC is the time to initiation of chit-

value for the remaining variables. HELP is a ride attack and IERR is an error flag; both are
LOGICAL * 4 flag intended for future use to con- described in Table 2.
trol diagnostic printout, and is presently not used
by this routine. ND denotes "nondimensional." 3.2.5 Table of Inputs and Outputs. Table 2

describes the inputs and outputs for this routine.

3.2 Subroutine User 3.2.6Remarks.WCR, CLCLION, and XC

Instructions for CLATIM must be input as positive integers greater than
zero. If any of these conditions are not met, IERR

3.2.1 Description. This subroutine implements will be set to 1 and no calculations will be made.
the time to initiation of chloride attack model of HELP is a LOGICAL * 4 flag intended for future

Walton et al. (1990), Equation (1), page 15. An use to control diagnostic printout, and is presently
empirical model calculates the time to initiation not used by this routine. ND denotes
of chloride attack as being proportional to the "nondimensional."
thickness of the concrete over the rebar divided

by the product of the water to cement ratio and the 3.3 Subroutine User
chloride ion concentration. A single value of time Instructionsfor CORROD
to initiation of chloride attack is computed.

3.3.1 Description. This subroutine implements

3.2.2 Usage. The model is executed by a the oxygen diffusion degradation model of Wal-
FORTRAN subroutine call: ton et al. (1990), Equation (7), page 16, and the

hydrogen evolution (passive) corrosion model of
Seitz and Walton (1993), Equation (4), page 8.CALL CLATIM (XC, WCR, CLCLION,
The corrosion rate is assumed to be controlled by

TC, IERR, HELP) the diffusion of oxygen in the concrete and back-
ground (passive) corrosion. Oxygen diffusion and

The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are hydrogen evolution corrode the rebar used in con-
defined in the sections below, crete structural reinforcement. The model com-

putes the remaining percentage of rebar after the
3.2.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 3 inputs: XC, onset of corrosion versus time--up to 100 values
WCR, and CLCLION as described in Table 2. versus time can be computed.

Table 2. Inputs and outputs for CLATIM.

FORTRAN NUREG
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

XC Xc Real in Thickness of rebar over INPUT, > 0.0
concrete

WCR WCR Real None Water to cement ratio INPUT, > 0.0

CLCLION CL Real ppm Chlorideion concentration in INPUT, > 0.0
ground water

IERR None Integer None Error flag OUTPUT, set to "1" if
input error

TC tc Real yr Time to start of corrosion OUTPUT

NUREG/CR-6138 6
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Individual Subroutine User Documentation

3.3.2 Usage. The model is executed by a intended for future use to control diagnostic print-
FORTRAN subroutine call out, it is presently not used by this routine. ND

denotes "nondimensional."

CALL CORROD (DX, S, DIAM, CGWO2,
DI, N, TIME, PRCNT1, PRCNT2, 3.4 Subroutine User
PRCNT3, CORHER, CORTIM, IERR, Instructions for FRZTH1
HELP)

3.4.1 Description. This subroutine implements
The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are the freeze thaw degradation model of Walton et

def'med in me sections below, al. (1990), Equations (2), (3), (4), and (5), page

26. The model is based on laboratory tests and
3.3.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 9 inputs: DX, computes the annual rate of concrete loss, the
S, DIAM, CGWO2, DI, N, TIME, CORHER, and reduction in dynamic modulus of elasticity based
CORTIM. These inputs are described in Table 3.

on the number of freeze thaw cycles, and the time
The variable TIME is an array N long. DX is the to reach the level of reduction in dynamic modu-
depth of the rebar below the concrete surface, S is

lus of elasticity.
the rebar spacing, and DIAM is the diameter of

the rebar. CGWO2 is the ground water oxygen 3.4.2 Usage. The model is executed by a
concentration. DI is the intrinsic diffusion coeffi- FORTRAN subroutine call:
cient and can be calculated from the fractional

porosity, 0, and the effective diffusion coefficient, CALL FRZTH 1 (NCYCLS, AIR, WCR,
DE, using PHI, TR, Y1, TC, RFT, IERR, HELP)

DI = 0oDE, 0 _< 0 _< 1.0 The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are
defined in the sections below.

CORHER is the hydrogen evolution ,(passive)

corrosion rate and CORTIM is the time until 3.4.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 5 inputs:
onset of oxygen corrosion. NCYCLS, AIR, WCR, PHI, and TR. These

inputs are described in Table 4.
3.3.4 Outputs. The subroutine has 4 outputs:

PRCNT1, PRCNT2, PRCNT3, and IERR. 3.4.4 outputs. The subroutine has 4 outputs'
PRCNTI, PRCNT2, and PRCNT3 are arrays YI, TC, RFT, and IERR. IERR is an error flag

containing N values of recent rebar remaining and is described in Table 4.
that correspond to the N values of time in the
TIME array. IERR is an error flag and is 3.4.5 Table of Inputs and Outputs. Table 4
described in Table 3. describes the inputs and outputs for FRZTH 1.

3.3.5 Table of Inputs and Outputs. Table 3 3.4.6 Remarks. NCYCLS must be input as a
describes the inputs and outputs for CORROD. positive integer greater than zero. NCYCLS,

AIR, WCR, or PHI must be real numbers greater

3.3.6 Remarks. N must be input as a positive than zero. If any of these conditions are not met,
integer >0 and <100. N, DX, or DIAM all must be IERR will be set to 1 and no calculations will be
greater than zero. If any of these conditions are made. HELP is a LOGICAL * 4 flag intended for
not met, 1ERR will be set to 1 and no calculations future use to control diagnostic printout and is

will be made. Zero is a valid value for the remain- presently not used by this routine. ND denotes

ing variables. HELP is a LOGICAL * 4 flag "nondimensional."

7 NUREG/CR-6138
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Individual Subroutine User Documentation

Table 3. Inputs and outputs for CORROD.

FORTRAN NUREG

name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

DX Delta X Real in Rebar depth below concrete INPUT,converted to cm
surface

S s Real in Rebar spacing INPUT,converted to em

DIAM d Real in Rebar diameter INPUT,converted to cm

CGWO2 Cgw Real mols/cm3 Concentration of oxygen in INPUT
ground water

DI Di Real cm2/sec Inlrinsic diffusion coefficient INPUT

TIME t Real Years Array of time values INPUT, N values

CORHER a Real cm/yr Corrosion rate due to INPUT
hydrogenevolution (passive)

CORTIM tc Real Years Time until onset of oxygen INPUT
corrosion (chlorideattack
time from CLATIMcan be
used)

N None Integer None Number of time intervals INPUT
desired

IERR None Integer None Error flag OUTPUT, set to "1" if
input error

PRCNT1 % Real None Percent concrete remaining OUTPUT, N values
basedon oxygen corrosion as
a function of time

PRCN'I2 % Real None Percent concrete remaining OUTPUT,N values
based on hydrogenevolution
(passive) corrosionas a
function of time

PRCNT3 % Real None Percent concrete remaining OUTPUT, N values
based on both corrosion
mechanisms at time, t

I II

NUREG/CR-6138 8



Individual Subroutine User Documentation

Table 4. Inputsand outputs for FRZTH1.
IIIB I I I I I II I II IIII I I I I III

FORTRAN NUREG
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

III I

NCYCLS N or Integer None Numberof freezethawcycles INPUT,> 50
NumCycles

AIR AIR Real None % entrainedair INPUT,1 < AIR < 20

WCR WCR Real None Waterto cementratio INPUT,> 0.0

PHI _, 0 Real None Fractional%porosity INPUT,> 0.0, <: 1.00

TR Tr Real None Residualwatercontent INPUTat0.9 to match
BARRIERcode

IERR None Integer None Errorflag OU'I_UT,set to "1" if
inputerror

Y1 Y1 Real None Decreasein dynamic OUTPUT
elasticitymodulus

TC Tc Real yr Timeto reachthevalueof Y1 OUTPUT

RFT Rft Real cm/yr Annualrateof concreteloss OIYI_UT
I II

3.5 Subroutine User inputs are described in Table 5. The variable

Instructions for LCHCNC T_m is anarrayN long.DI istheintrinsicdiffu-
sioncoefficientandcanbecalculatedfrom the

fractional porosity, 0, and the effective diffusion
3.5.1 Description. This subroutine implements coefficient, DE, using
the concrete controlled leaching degradation
model of Walton et al. (1990), Equation (4), page DI=0oDE, 0 < 0 < 1.0.
19. The rate of leaching is assumed to be con-
trolled by diffusion in the concrete, that is, the 3.5,4 Outputs. The subroutine has 2 outputs: X
rate of leaching from a concrete surface is rapid and IERR. X is an array containing N values of
compared to diffusion through the concrete. One- the depth of leaching that correspond to the N val-
hundred values of deterioration depth x (depth of ues of time in the TIME array. IERR is an error
leaching) versus time can be computed, flag and is described in Table 5.

3.5.5 Table of Inputs and Outputs. Table53.5.2 Usage. The model is executed by a
FORTRANsubroutinecall describestheinputsandoutputsforLCHCNC.

3.5.6 Remarks. N mustbe input asa positive
CALL LCHCNC (N, TIME, X, DI, integer>0 and<100 the inputsN or CS mustbe
CLCAION, CGWCA, CS,IERR,HELP) >0. If anyof the-seconditionsarenotmet, IERR

will besetto 1andnocalculationswill be made.
The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are Zero is a valid value for the remaining variables.

def'medin the sections below. HELP is a LOGICAL * 4 flag intended for future
use to control diagnostic printout, and is presently

3.5.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 6 inputs: N, not used by this routine. ND denotes
TIME, DI, CLCAION, CGWCA and CS. These "nondimensional."

9 NUREG/CR-6138
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Table 5. Inputs and outputs for LCHCNC.

FORTRAN NUREG
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

DI Di Real cm2/sec Intrinsicdiffusion coefficient INPUT

CLCAION CI Real mols/cm3 Concentrationof Ca++ ion in INPUT
concretepore water

CGWCA Cgw Real mols/cm3 Concentrationof total INPUT
inorganicCarbon in
environment

CS Cs Real mols/cm3 Bulk concentrationof INPUT
Ca(OH)2 in solid concrete

TIME t Real Years Array of time values INPUT, N values

N None Integer None Numberof time intervals INPUT
desired

IERR None Integer None Error flag OUTPUT, set to "1" if
input error

X x Real cm Depth of leached concrete at OUTPUT, N values
time, t, an array

I Illl I II II II I I I I I

3.6 Subroutine User variable TIME is an array N long. DE is the effec-

Instructionsfor LCHGEO tive diffusion coefficient, RD is a retardation
factor that is dependent on the local environment

3.6.1 Description. This subroutine implements (0 -< RD), and 0 is the fractional porosity (0 _< 0
the geology-controlled leaching degradation < 1.0).
model of Walton et al. (1990), Equation (9), page
20. The rate of leaching is assumed to be con- 3.6.4 Outputs. The subroutine has 2 outputs: X
trolled by diffusion into the local geologic envi- and IERR. X is an array containing N values of
ronment (Walton et al. 1990). One-hund red the depth of leaching that correspond to the N val-
values of deterioration depth x (depth of leaching) ues of time in the TIME array. IERR is an error
versus time can be computed, flag and is described in Table 6.

3.6.2 Ullage. The model is executed by a
FORTRAN subroutine call: 3.6.5 Table of Inputsand Outputs.Table 6

describesthe inputsandoutputsfor LCHGEO.
CALL LCHGEO (N, TIME, X, DE, RD,

PHI, CLCAION, CGWCA, CB, IERR, 3.6.6 Remarks. N must be input as a positive

HELP) integer >0 and <100. The inputs N or CB must be

The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are >0. If any of these conditions are not met, IERR
defined in the sections below, will be set to 1 and no calculations will be made.

HELP is a LOGICAL * 4 flag intended for fi_ture

3.6.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 8 inputs: N, use to control diagnostic printout, it is presently
TIME, DE, RD, PHI, CLCAION, CGWCA, and not used by this routine. ND denotes
CB. These inputs are described in Table 6. The "nondimensional."

NUREG/CR-6138 10
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Table 6. Inputs and outputs for LCHGEO.
, i , | i|l ii i i ii ,i i i ll,m

FORTRAN NUREG
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks,,,, , ii ,i, , , ii i i J,, ,,

DE De Real cm2/sec Effectivediffusioncoefficient INPUT

RD Rd Real None Retardationfactor INPUT,>0

Phi 0 Real None Fractionalpercent porosity INPUT, value between
0.0 and 1.0

CLCAION CI Real mols/cm3 Concentrationof Ca++ ion in INPUT
concrete pore water

CGWCA Cgw Real mols/cm3 Concentrationof total INPUT
inorganiccarbon in
environment

CB Cb Real mols/cm3 Concentration of Ca++ in INPUT
bulkconcrete, solid + pores

TIME t Real Years Array of time values INPUT,N values

N None Integer None Numberof time intervals INPUT
desired

IERR None Integer None Error flag OUTPUT, set to "1" if
input error

X x Real cm Depth of leached concrete at OUTPUT,N values
time, t, an array

3.7 Subroutine User 3.7.2 Usage. The model is executed by a

Instructions for SATTK1 FORTRAN subroutine call:
CALL SATTK1 (N, TIME, X, C3A,
S_CAMG, IERR, HELP).

3.7.1 Description. This subroutine implements The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are

the empirical sulfate attack model of Walton et al. defined in the sections below.

(1990), Equation (5), page 10. The model 3.7.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 4 inputs: N,
assumes that the rate of sulfate attack is propor- TIME, C3A, and S_CAMG. These inputs are
tional to the total sulfate concentration in solution described in Table 7. The variable TIME is an

and the amountof tricalcium-aluminum silicate array N long.

in the cement. One-hundred values of deteriora- 3.7.4 Outputs. The subroutine has 2 outputs: X
tion depth x versus time can be computed in this and IERR. X is an array containing N values of
routine, the depth of deterioration that correspond to the N

11 NUREG/CR-6138
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values of time in the TIME array, lERR isanerror 3.8.2 Usage. The model is executed by a
flag and is described in Table 7. FORTRAN subroutine call

3.7.5Tableof InputsandOutputs.Table 7 CALL SATI'K2(DI, M0, MC, CO, CK, TR,
describes the inputs and outputs for SATI'K1. M_CMT, V_CNC, R, IERR, HELP)

3.7.6 Remarks. S_CAMG is the sum of the
The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are

concentrations of SOn and Mg ions: [SO4 -] + defined in the sections below.
[Mg--]. The input N must be a positive integer >0
and <100. The errors possible with this routine
are th-atone or more of the inputs are zero. If any 3.8.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 13 inputs: DI,
of these conditions are not met, IERR will be set E, B, M0, MC, CO, CK, TR, ALPHA, GAMMA,
to 1 and no calculations will be made. HELP is a NU, M_CMT, and V_CNC. The inputs: E, B,

LOGICAL * 4 flag intended for future use to con- ALPHA, GAMMA, and NU are stored (fixed)

trol diagnostic printout, it is presently not used by internally as recommended by Atkinson and
this routine. ND denotes "nondimensional." Heame (1990). These inputs are described in

Table 8. The variable TIME is an array N long. DI

3.8 Subroutine User is the intrinsic diffusion coefficient and can be

Instructionsfor SA'I-I'K2 calculated from the fractional porosity, 0, and the
effective diffusion coefficient, DE, using

3.8.1 Description. This subroutine implements DI=0eDE, 0_< 0 < 1.0.
the sulfate attack degradation model of Walton et

al. (1990), Equations (ll-15), page 11. The
model assumes sulfate ion diffusion into the con- 3.8.4 Outputs. The subroutine has 2 outputs: R

crete followed by reaction with aluminum phases and IERR. R is the deterioration rate in cm/yr.
and expansion, which subsequently causes stress IERR is an error flag and is described in Table 8.

cracking and foliation of the concrete (Walton et
at. 1990). A single value of deterioration rate in 3.8.5 Table of Inputs and Outputs. Table 8
cm/yr is computed at each call to the subroutine, describes the inputs and outputs for SATI'K2.

Table 7. Inputs and outputs for SATTKI.

FORTRAN NUREG
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

C3A C3A Real Percent Weightpercent C3A in INPUT, value between
unhydratedcement 0.0 and 100.0

S_CAMG ([Mg++] + Real mol/L Total sulfateconcentration INPUT
[SO4--1)

TIME t Real Years Array of time values INPUT,N values

N None Integer None Number of time intervals INPUT
desired

IERR None Integer None Error flag OUTPUT,set to "1" if
input error

X x Real cm Depth of deteriorationat OUTPUT,N values
time, t, an arra),

NUREG/CR-6138 12
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Table 8. Inputs andoutputsfor 5ATTK2.

FORTRAN NUREG
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

DI Di Real m2/sec Intrinsicdiffusion INPUT
coefficient

E E Real Pa Young'smodulus INPUT,fvted internally
at20 * 109

B B Real m3/mol Linearstrain/moleof sulfate INPUT, f'vtexlinternally
in 1m3of volume at 1.8 * l0 -6

MO Mo Real mols/kg Kineticconstant INPUT

MC Mc Real mols/kg Valueof concretemass for INPUT
completereaction

CO Co Real mols/m3 Conc.of sulfate in INPUT
external/bulksolution

CK Ck Real mols/m3 Cone.of sulfate in kinetic INPUT, _ 0
experiments

TR tr Real seconds Characteristictimefor INPUT, _ 0
reaction

ALPHA a Real None Roughnessfactorfor INPUT, _ 0, fixed
fracturepath internallyat 1.0

GAMMA y Real Joules/m2 Fracture surfaceenergy INPUT, _ 0, fixed
internally at 10.0

NU v Real None Poisson's ratio INPUT,< 1.0, fixed
internally at 0.3

M_CMT Mass Real kg Mass cement INPUT
cement

V_CNC Volumeof Real m3 Volumeof concrete INPUT, _ 0
concrete

IERR None Integer None Errorflag OUTPUT,"1" if input
error

R R Real cm/yr Depth of leached concrete at OUTPUT, converted to
time, t, anarray cm/yr

13 NUREG/CR-6138
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3.8.6 Remarks. NU, ALPHA, GAMMA, CK, are described in the table of inputs and outputs.
TR, and V_CNC must be >0. If any of these An arbitrary set of consistent units can be used for
conditions are not met, IERR will be set to 1 and the inputs (L = length). HELP is a debug flag with
no calculations will be made. The user should an input value of .TRUE. or .FALSE. depending
carefully check the physical validity of the input on whether a debug file is requested. The user
variables when using this model, must use care in specifying PERCH. This is used

as a head loss across the porous media above the
For verification purposes, call to SATTK2 with crack. If there is more than one layer above the

Lhefollowing arguments: concrete, the user must scale PERCH appropri-

CALL SATTK2 (1.0E-12, 0.32, 1.24, ately to represent the head loss in a homogeneous
5.208333, 12.2, 3577.0, 300.0, 1.0, R, IERR, layer with the permeability of the material

immediately above the concrete. The inputs are
HELP) specified i,1Table _.

This will give a value of R of .0566 cm/yr to
three decimal places, where the conversion factor 3.9.4 Outputs. The subroutine has 4 outputs:
of 31557600.00 seconds per year is used to con- GAPFRC, SMALZ0, ZETA3, and IERR.
vert seconds to years. HELP is a LC_ICAL * 4 GAPFRC is the value used in Figure 5-8 of
flag intended for future use to control diagnostic Walton and Seitz (1991) (CRACK/SPACE).
printout and it is presently not used by this rou- SMALZ0 is zo from Equations (5-9), ZETA3 is
tine. The subroutines ZBRAC and RTBIS of _3 from Equations (5-9), and IERR is an error

Press et al. (1989) are used by this routine to flag. The inputs are discussed in Table 9.
bracket and determine the root of the physical
equations. ND denotes "nondimensional." 3.9.5 Table of Inputs and Outputs. Table 9

describes the inputs and outputs for FLOW.
3.9 SubroutineUser

Instructions for FLOW 3.9.6 Remarks. CRACK must be input as a
value greater than 10-15,SPACE must be greater

3.9.1 Description. This subroutine implements than or equal to CRACK, and PERCH must be
the equation to calculate the nondimensional greater than or equal to 1. If any of these condi-
flow rate from Walton and Seitz (1991), Equa- tions are not met, IERR will be set to 1 and no cal-
tions (5-9), pages 5-6. The nondimensional flow culations will be made. Run times are generally
rate (_3) is assumed to be controlled by the crack very short (seconds), but for large ratios (>105) of

spacing and width, and the depth of perched the depth of perched water (PERCH) to the crack
water. This representation (_3) is the ratio of the half-width (CRACK/2) the run times can be
flow rate through the cracks in the concrete to the longer depending on the type of computer being

permeability of the overlying porous media, used. In general, run times on a 386 computer
Thus, _3 can be multiplied by the permeability of should be shorter than a minute.

the overlying porousmedia to obtain an effective 3.10 Subroutine User
flow rate through the combined porous media/

cracked concrete system. Instructionsfor RNNOD

3.9.2 Usage, The model is executed by a 3.10.1 Description. This subroutine imple-
FORTRAN subroutine call: ments the equations to estimate the ratio of the

CALL FLOW (CRACK, SPACE, PERCH, concentration in the waterat a specified location
HELP, GAPFRC, SMALZ0, ZETA3, along a crack to the initial total contaminant con-
IERR). centration in the concrete matrix. The radionu-

clide is assumed to start in the matrix and move
The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are

defined in the sections below, into the crack by diffusion. Transport through the
crack is assumed to occur by advection. The

3.9.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 4 inputs: model is discussed in Walton (1992), pages
CRACK, SPACE, PERCH, HELP. These inputs 10-15.

NUREG/CR-6138 14
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Tabl_ 9. Inputs and outputs for FLOW CL= length, M = mass, T = time).
i ii n ,. H ii|l ii i llll i i ill i i ill i ii i i llll

FORTRAN _G
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

i .ll H| i , - ii i i .i

CRACK 2_ Real L Averagecrackwidth(>10"15) INPUT

SPACE 2Xo Real L Averagecrackspacing(>CRACK) INPUT

PERCH Zo Real L Perchedwaterdepth (>_I.) INPUT

HELP None Logical None Debug flag INPUT

GAPFRC None Real None Crack width/spacing, used in OUTPUT
Figure 5-8 of Walton and Seitz
(1991)

SMALZ0 zo Real None Perched water depth/crack OUTPUT
half-width

ZETA3 _ Real None Nondimensional flow rate OUTPUT

IERR None Integer IS'one Error flag, set to "1" if input error. OUTPUT

3.10,2 Usage, The model is executed by a length, M = mass, T = time). These inputs are
FORTRAN subroutine call: described in Table 10. EPS is a parameter used in

a Romberg integration routine to solve the inte-

CALL RNNOD (TIME, DARV, CRKFRC, gral in Equation (26) of Walton (1992). EPS
DIST, SPACE, ALPHA, POR, DA, DECAY, should initially be set at 1-7. EPS is discussed
EPS, HELP, CONC, IERR). further in Section 3.10.6. HELP is a debug flag

with an input value of .TRUE. or .FALSE.
The subroutine calls 3 subroutines from Press depending on whether a debug file is requested.

et al. (1989) to complete a Romberg integration
for the integral inEquation (26) of Walton (1992). 3.10.4 Outputs. The subroutine has 2 outputs:
The three subroutines from Numerical Recipes CONC and IERR. CONC is the ratio of the con-
are: QROMB, TRAPZD, and POLINT. QROMB taminant concentration in the fracture to the ini-
is a Romberg integration routine, TRAPZD is a tial total contaminant concentration in the matrix.
routine to conduct trapezoidal rule calculations in To obtain a pore contaminant concentration in the

support of the integration, and POLINT is a poly- fracture, CONC should be multiplied by the total
nomial interpolation routine. Inputs and outputs initial contaminant concentration in the matrix
are listed in the following sections. (solids and pores/ALPHA). IERR is an error flag.

Outputs are specified in Table 10.
:3.10.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 11 inputs:
TIME, DARV, CRKFRC, DIST, SPACE, 3.10,5 Table of Inputs and Outputs,
ALPHA, POR, DA, DECAY, EPS, and HELP. An Table 10 describes the inputs and outputs for

arbitrary set c)fconsistent units can be used (L = RNNOD.

15 NUREG/CR-6138
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Table 10. Inputs and outputs for RNNOD (L = length, M = mass, T = time).
i i i, ill ii i i ll,.i ill , |ill

FORTRAN NUREG
name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

DARV V Real L_ AverageDarcy velocity through INPUT
concrete (>10"15)

CRKFRC None Real None Usedto calculateUf in Waltonet al. INPUT
(1990) (>10"15) i

TIME t Real T Time atwhich calculationis made INPUT
(>I0-15)

DIST z Real L Distancealong crackforcalculation INPUT
(>I0-15)

SPACE S Real L Spacingof cracks (> CRKFRC* INPUT
SPACE)

ALPHA a Real None Partitioningfactor(aRd) (>10-15) INPUT

POR t_ Real None Matrixporosity(>10"15) INPUT

DA Da Real L2fr Apparentdiffusioncoefficient INPUT
(>I0-15)

DECAY _I Real L_ Radioactive decayconstant(>10-15) INPUT

EPS None Real None Convergencecriteria(startwith INPUT
10-7) (>10-15)

HELP None Logical None Debug flag INPUT

CONC aCf]Cto Real None Nondimensionalconcentration OUTPUT

IERR None Integer None Errorflag, set to "1" ff inputerror OUTPUT
i ii llll

3.10.6 Remarks. TIME, CRKFRC, ALPHA, oscillations in the predicted contaminant
DECAY, DIST, DARV, POR, DA, and EPS must concentration.

be input as a value greater than 10-15,and SPACE
must be greater than to CRKFRC*SPACE. If any Cases that require a large number of iterations
of these criteria are not met, IERR will be set to 1 also tend to take a long time to run. The run time

without any calculations being conducted. IERR is a function of the rate at which contaminant con-
will be set to 2 if too many iterations are required, centrations are changing in the system and the

to complete the Romberg integration. In this case, length of the simulation time period. For exam-
the EPS must be increased to 10-6 and the user pie, a 10,000-year simulation for a nonsorbing

must check the results carefully to ensure that tea- radionuclide and a relatively high flow velocity
sonable results are still obtained. This can be done through the crack (DARV/CRKFRC > 1000) can

by running simulations at times greater than and require a large amount of computer time. For
less than the requested time to check for larger velocitiesinthecrack, simulations cantake

NUREG/CR-6138 16
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hours on a 386 computer. However, for simula- 3.11.2 Usage. The model is executed by a
tions at lower velocities, shorter times, or FORTRAN subroutine call:

including sorption the routine will run relatively
quickly (seconds to minutes). CALL SUDFRD (DARV, DECAY, DELTC,

RD, DE, CRACK, SPACE, POR, HELP,

3.11 Subroutine User THICK, IERR).

Instructions for SUDFRD The inputs and outputs to this subroutine are
defined in the sections below.

3.11.1 Description. This subroutine imple-
ments the equation to estimate the thickness of 3.11.3 Inputs. The subroutine has 9 inputs:
concrete required to attenuate the contaminant DARV, DECAY, DELTC, RD, DE, CRACK,
concentration in the leachate by a given fraction SPACE, POR, HELP. An arbitrary set of consis-
assuming a specified crack width and spacing, tent units can be used for the inputs (L=length,
The model is discussed in Walton (1992), pages M=mass, T=time). These inputs are described in
16-19. Table 11. HELP is a debug flag with an input

Table 11. Inputs and outputs for SUDFRD (L = length, M = mass, T = time).

FORTRAN NUREG

name symbol Type Units Description Remarks, i

DARV None Real L/T AverageDarcy velocity through INPUT
concrete used to calculate Uf
(>I0-15)

DECAY k Real L/T Radioactivedecayconstant(>10-15) INPUT

DELTC (c/c0) Real None Desired reduction in contaminant INPUT
concentration

RD R d Real None Retardation coefficient (>= 1.) INPUT

DE De Real L2fl ' Effective diffusion coefficient INPUT
(>I0-15)

CRACK 2b Real L Averagecrack width (>10"15) INPUT

SPACE 2B Real L Averagecrack spacing (>CRACK) INPUT

POR _ Real L Concrete porosity INPUT

HELP None Logical None Debug switch INPUT

THICK d(c/c0) Real L Thickness of concrete required to OUTPUT
reduce by DELTC

IERR None Integer None Error flag, set to "1" if input error. OUTPUT

17 NUREG/CR-6138
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value of .TRUE. or .FALSE. depending on 3.11.5 Table of Inputs and Outputs.
whether a debug file is requested. Table 11 describes the inputs and outputs for

SUDFRD.

3.11.6 Remarks. CRACK, DARV, DECAY,
3.11.4 Outputs. The subroutine has2 outputs: and DE must be input as a value greater than
THICK and IERR. THICK is the thickness of 10dS, SPACE must be >CRACK, and RD must
concrete required to reduce the contaminant con- be >I. If any of these cri-teria are not met, IERR
centration at the base of the cracked concrete by a wiITbe set to 1 without any calculations being
specified fraction. IERR is an error flag. conducted.

NUREG/CR-6138 18
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Appendix A

User Instructions for Driver Routines

INTRODUCTION

The present version of CEMENT is ver- addressed independently in the following sec-
sion 1.01 as described in this user's guide. This tions. The first section addresses the main driver

appendix provides user instructions for the inter- followed by discussions of the drivers for the
active driver modules to execute the subroutines Flow and Transport, and Degradation subrou-
described previously in this report. In most cases, tines, respectively. The interactive screens for the
the inputs and outputs from the driver modules main driver are illustrated in this section. Exam-
are the same as those from the individual subrou- pies of the interactive input screens for each of the
tines. Thus, input and output listings are not individual routines are provided in Appendix B to
repeated for those routines. The user should refer allow the user to see how the program will look
to the appropriate section in the main body of this on the screen when executed and also to provide
user's manual. However, in some cases, calcula- some test problems for initial installation. The
tions are conducted in the driver routines and the user is given the option to input values for the
inputs and outputs are slightly different from the subroutine variables interactively or using a file.

subroutines. In these cases, descriptions of the Examples using interactive and file inputs are
input and output variables that are different are provided for the first subroutine. Interactive input
discussed in the text below, is assumed for each of the following subroutines.

Example input files corresponding to the interac-
Execution of each of the driver modules is rive test cases are provided for each routine.

A-3 NUREG/CR-6138
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAIN DRIVER

Description The user is then prompted to enter me number for
the type of model to be run. If the user enters "1",

The purpose of the main driver, CEMENT, is to the FLOW AND TRANSPORT MODELS
allow the user t() interactively select the subrou- MENU will scroll onto the screen as follows:
tine to be run and then to execute the driver for

that subroutine. After completion of the run for a
given subroutine, the user is prompted to deter- FLOWANDTRANSPORTMODELSMENU
minefffurtherrunsaredesiredwiththesamesub- *****************************************************

routine or different subroutines. All inputs are
1) Releasefrom CrackedWasteForm

conducted interactively in accordance with 2) ReleasethroughCrackedVault
instructionsprovidedon the screen. 3) Flowthrough CrackedRoof

4) Returnto MainMenu

Usage *****************************************************

In order to execute the main driver simply type, Enterthenumberforthedesiredmodel:
CEMENT (or another name may be given to the
executable, if the user desires). The f'Lrstscreen is If the user enters "2" at the MAIN MENU, the
the title screen that includes a brief title and the CONCRETE DEGRADATION MODELS

disclaimer as follows [note: if using a compiler MENU will scroll onto the screen as shown:
other than " .',HEY, the statement "Press ENTER *****************************************************

to Contip:_: 'may not appear (See Appendix C)]:
CONCRETEDEGRADATIONMODELS MENU

- CEMENT - Version 1.01

A MODULAR COLLECTION OF SIMPLIFIED CODES FOR 1) Carbonation
USE IN ESTIMATING LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE OF 2) ChlorideAttack(TimeuntilRebarCorrosion)
CEMENT-BASEDBARRIERS.THE CODES ARE BASEDON 3) Rebar Corrosion
MODELS DESCRIBED IN NUREG/CR-5445, NUREG/ 4) Free,e/Thaw
CR-5542, NUREG/CR-5614,and NUREG/CR-6070. 5) ConcreteControlledLeaching
• _._._._._._._._._._._._._*_*_*_,,_*_*_* 6) Geology ControlledLeaching

7) E,npiricalModelforSulfateAttack
NOTICE:This programwas developed for the U.S. Nuclear 8) MechanisticModelfor SulfateAttack
RegulatoryCommission.Neitherthe United StatesGovern- 9) _eturn to Main Menu
ment nor any agency thereof, or any of their employees,
makesany warranty,expressedor implied,orassumesany ******************************************************
legal liabilityor responsibilityfor any third party'suse,or the
resultsof such use, of any portionof this programor repre- Enterthe numberfor thedesiredmodel:
sents that its use by such third partywould not infringepri-

vatelyownedrights. In both the FLOW AND TRANSPORT and

• _*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*_*-*-. CONCRETE DEGRADATION menus, the user

(PressENTERto continue) is prompted to enter the number for the desired
model. When a given model is selected, the sub-

After pressing <ENTER>, the MAIN MENU will routine for the driver for that model is called. The

scroll onto the screen as follows: appropriate screen for the selected subroutine
....•*************************************************** driver will scroll onto the screen as shown in

MAINMENU Appendix B. After the subroutine is run, control
•**************************************************** is returned to the main driver and the user is

prompted regarding additional runs as shown:
1) Flow and Transport

2) ConcreteDegradation DO YOUWANTTO MAKEADDITIONALRUNS ?
3) Quit (1 = yes, withdifferentsubroutine)
• **************************************************** (2 = yes, withsame subroutine)
Enterthe numberforthe typeof model: (0 = no)
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If the user enters "1", the MAIN MENU screen drivers are called. There are no input or output
will appear. If the user enters "2", the initial fries.
screen for the same subroutine driver run pre-

viously will appear.If "0" is entered, the program Remarks
will stop.

Inputs/Outputs If the user inputs a value that is out
of the range of values shown in the menu, the

All inputs are interactive. No variables are user is prompted to re-enter an appropriate
passed when each of the individual subroutine value.
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Appendix A

USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR CRBCAL--DRIVER FOR
CARBONATION DEGRADATIONMODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs

CRBCAL is the driver routine for CARBNA, All inputs and outputs for CRB('AL are the
the carbonation model described in Section 3.1. same as those for the CARBNA routine described

CRBCAL provides an interface to allow the user in Section 3.1, except for the variable INPUT.
to interactively execute the CARBNA routine. INPUT is an integer to identify if the input will be

interactive, using a file, or whether the user wants
Usage to leave the routine before conducting

calculations.

CRBCAL can either be executed using the

main driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and Two files are opened by the CRBCAL
executed separately due to the modular nature of subroutine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened
the routines. Execution of CRBCAL using with a file name of CARBNA.IN for input data
CEMENT is discussed in the instructions for use and Unit 4 is opened with the file name

of CEMENT provided at the beginning of Appen- CARBNA.OUT for the output file.
dix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:

CALL CRBCAL. Remarks

If an inappropriate value is used for one of theIn order to compile and execute CRBCAL sepa-
rately from the main driver the user must place a input parameters, an error message will be printed
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the and no results will be provided. The error condi-
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the tions for CRBCAL are the same as those for
routine and the user must change RETURN to CARBNA discussed in Section 3.1. In the case of
STOP at the end of the subroutine. CRBCAL can an inappropriate input the following error rues-

then be compiled along with the CARBNA rou- sage will appear on the screen and in the output
tine and executed as a separate interactive rood- file:

de. An example of the use of CRBCAL, which 'R II1"_tll _ tt,tl II,_,_ ¢t tk'_ t ,jr It',l__ t1 ,A,

applies to use individually or when called by the oo* INPUTERROR***
CEMENT driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLACAL---DRIVER FOR
CHLORIDE ATTACKDEGRADATIONMODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs

CLACAL is the driver routine for CLATIM, All inputs and outputs for CLACAL are the
the chloride attack model described in Sec- same as those for the CLATIM routine described

tion 3.2. CLACAL provides an interface to allow in Section 3.2, except for the variable INPUT.
the user to interactively execute the CLATIM INPUT is an integer to identify ff the input will be
routine, interactive, using afile, or whether the user wants

to leave the routine before conducting
Usage calculations.

CLACAL can either be executed using the
main driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and Two files are opened by the CLACAL

subroutine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened
executed separately due to the modular nature of
the routines. Execution of CLACAL using with a file name of CLATIM.IN for input data

and Unit 4 is opened with the file nameCEMENT is discussed in the instructions for use
CLATIM.OUT for the output file.

of CEMENT provided at the beginning of Appen-
dix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:

Remarks
CALL CLACAU

If an inappropriate value is used for one of the
In order to compile and execute CLACAL sepa- input parameters, an error message will be _rinted
rately from the main driver, the user must place a '
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the and no results will be provided. The error condi-tions for CLACAL are the same as those for
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the CLATIM discussed in Section 3.2. In the case of
routine and the user must change RETURN to

an inappropriate input, the following error mes-STOP at the end of the subroutine. CLACAL can
sage will appear on the screen and in the output

then be compiled along with the CLATIM routine file:
and executed as a separate interactive module. An
example of the use of CLACAL, which applies to _ ,j' tt/'llr_ lk"k'llw'J'lk'Illt 'I_ett II/Ol'_ t _ '1¢

use individually or whencalled by the CEMENT ,*. INPUTERROR**"
driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************
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Appendix A

USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR CORCAL--DRIVER FOR
REBAR CORROSION DEGRADATIONMODEL

Description applies to use individually or when called by the
CEMENT driver is provided in Appendix B.

CORCAL is the driver routine for CORP,OD, Inputs/Outputs
the oxygen diffusion and hydrogen evolutien
(passive) rebar corrosion model described in Sec-

All inputs and outputs for CORCAL are the
tion 3.3. CORCAL provides an interface to allow same as those for the CORROD routine described
the user to interactively execute the CORROD

in Section 3.3, except for the variable INPUT.
routine. INPUT is an integer to identify if the input will be

interactive, using a file, or whether the use" wants

Usage to leave the routine before conducting
calculations.

CORCAL can either be executed using the Two files are opened by the CORCAL
main driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and

subroutine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened
executed separately due to the modular nature of with a file name of CORROD.IN for input data

the routines. Execution of CORCAL using and Unit 4 is opened with the file nameCEMENT is discussed in the instructions for use
CORROD.OUT for the output file.

of CEMENT provided at the beginning of Appen-

dix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is: Remarks

CALL CORCAL. If an inappropriate value is used for one of the
input parameters, an error message will be printed

In order to compile and execute CORCAL sepa- and no results will be provided. The error condi-
rately from the main driver the user must place a tions for CORCAL are the same as those for

comment symbol in column 1 in front of the CORROD discussed in Section 3.3. In the case of
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the an inappropriate input the following error mes-
routine and the user must change RETURN to sage will appear on the screen and in the output
sToP at the end of the subroutine. CORCAL can file:

then be compiled along with the CORROD rou- ilttb't _ Ill'_"JII",j * _ '_ It '_ 'J 'i_* 'lktr _ tit t

tine and executed as a separate interactive rood- ***INPUTERROR***
ule. An example of the use of CORCAL, which *********************
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR FRICAL---DRIVER FOR
FREEZE/THAWDEGRADATIONMODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs

FR1CAL is the driver routine for FRZTH1, the All inputs and outputs for FR1CAL are the
freeze/thaw model described in Section 3.4. same as those for the FRZTHI routine described

FR1CAL provides an interface to allow the user in Section 3.4, except for the variable INPUT.

to interactively execute the FRZTH1 routine. INPUT is an integer to identify ff the input will be
interactive, using a file, or whether the user wants

Usage to leave the routine before conducting
calculations.

FR 1CAL can either be executed using the main

driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and Two files are opened by the FR1CAL

executed separately due to the modular nature of subroutine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened
the routines. Execution of FR1CAL using with a file name of FRZTHI.IN for input data
CEMENT is discussed in the instructions for use and Unit 4 is opened with the file name
of CEMENT provided at the beginning of Appen- FRZTH1 .OUT for the output file.
dix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:

CALL FR 1CAL. Remarks

If an inappropriate value is used for one of theIn order to compile and execute FR1CAL sepa-
rately from the main driver the user must place a input parameters, an error message will be printed
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the and no results will be provided. The error condi-
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the tions for FR 1CAL are the same as those for
routine and the user must change RETURN to FRZTH1 discussed in Section 3.4. In the case of
STOP at the end of the subroutine. FR1CAL can an inappropriate input the following error mes-

then be compiled along with the FRZTHI routine sage will appear on the screen and in the output
and executed as a separate interactive module. An file:

example of the use of FR1CAL, which applies to t1'_ It, tL'@¢t _1'li' II"B lit t tl _' _'_ '1_,Jrl_ iII'_

useindividually or when called by the CEMENT -** INPUTERROR***
driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************
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Appendix A

USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR CLCCAL---DRIVER FOR
CONCRETE CONTROLLED LEACHING DEGRADATIONMODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs

CLCCAL is the driver routine for LCHCNC, All inputs and outputs for CLCCAL are the
the concrete controlled leaching model described same as those for the I.L"HCNC routine described

in Section 3.5. CLCCAL provides an interface to in Section 3.5, except for the variable INPUT.
allow the user to interactively execute the INPUT is an integer to identify fftlae input will be
LCHCNC routine, interactive, using a file, or whether the user wants

to leave the routine before conducting
Usage calculations.

CLCCAL can either be executed using the Two files are opened by the CLCCAL
main driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and
executed separately due to the modular nature of subroutine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened
the routines. Execution of CLCCAL using with a file name of LCHCNC.IN for input data
CEMENT is discussed in the instructions for use and Unit 4 is opened with the file name

LCHCNC.OUT for the output file.
of CEMENT. provided at the beginning of Appen-
dix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:

Remarks
CALL CLCCAL.

If an inappropriate value is used for one of the
In order to compile and execute CLCCAL sepa- input parameters, an error message will be printed
rarely from the main driver the user must place a
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the and no results will be provided. The error condi-tions for CLCCAL are the same as those for
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the LCHCNC discussed in Section 3.5. In the case of
routine and the user must change RETURN to

an inappropriate input the following error rues-STOP at the end of the subroutine. CLCCAL can
sage will appear on the screen and in the output

then be compiled along with the LCHCNC rou- file:
fine and executed as a separate interactive mod-
tile. An example of the use of CLCCAL, which 'II _ t 'm_ 'J,'i_ it 11_t W'It t '_t ,1_111llf t '1_t

applies to use individually or when called by the *** INPUTERROR***
CEMENT driver is provided in Appendix B. -**.,-,*,o-*-*,o**,,,
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR GLCCAL---DRIVER FOR
GEOLOGY CONTROLLED LEACHING DEGRADATION MODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs.

OLCCAL is the driver routine for LCHGEO, All inputs and outputs for GLCCAL are the
the geology controlled leaching model described same as those for the LCHGEO routine described

in Section 3.6. GLCCAL provides an interface to in Section 3.6, except for the variable INPUT.
allow the user to interactively execute the INPUT is an integer to identify ffthe input will be
t,CHGEO routine, interactive, using a file, or whether the user wants

to leave the routine before conducting
Usage calculations.

GLCCAL can either be executed using the
Two files are opened by the GLCCAL

main driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and
subroutine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened

executed separately due to the modular nature of
the routines. Execution of GLCCAL using with a file name of LCHGEO.IN for input data

and Unit 4 is opened with the file nameCEMENT is discussed in the instructions for use
LCHGEO.OUT for the output file.

of CEMENT provided at the beginning of Appen-
dix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:

Remarks
CALL GLCCAL.

If an inappropriate value is used for one of the
In order to compile and execute GLCCAL sepa- input parameters, an errormessage will be printed
rarely from the main driver the user must place a and no results will be provided. The errorcondi-
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the tions for GLCCAL are the same as those for
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the LCHGEO discussed in Section 3.6. In the case of
routine and the user must change RETURN to

an inappropriate input the following error rues-STOP at the end of the subroutine. GLCCAL can
sage will appear on the screen and in the output

then be compiled along with the LCHGEO rou- file:
tine and executed as a separate interactive rood-
tile. An example of the use of GLCCAL, which

applies to use individually or when called by the *** INPUTERROR***
CEMENT driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR SAICAL--DRIVER FOR
EMPIRICAL SULFATE ATTACKDEGRADATIONMODEL

Description inputs/Outputs

SA1CAL is the driver routine for SATTK1, the All inputs and outputs for SA1CAL are the
empirical sulfate attack model described in Sec- same as those for the SATrK1 routine described

tion 3.7. SAICAL provides an interface to allow in Section 3.7, except for the variable INPUT.
the user to interactively execute the SATTK1 INPUT is an integer to identify if the input will be
routine, interactive, using a file, or whether the user wants

to leave the routine before conducting
Usage calculations.

SA1CAI., can either be executed using the main
Two files are opened by the SA1CAL subrou-

driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and
tine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened with a

executed separately because of the modular
file name of SA'ITK 1.IN for input data and Unit 4nature of the routines. Execution of SA1CAL
is opened with the file name SATTK1.OUT for

using CEMENT is discussed in the instructions
me output file.

for use of CEMENT provided at the beginning of

Appendix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:
Remarks

CALL SA 1CAL.

If an inappropriate value is used for one of the
In order to compile and execute SA 1CAL sepa- input parameters, an error message will be printed
rately from the main driver the user must place a
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the and no results will be provided. The error condi-tions for SA1CAL are the same as those for
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the SATTK1 discussed in Section 3.7. In the case of
routine and the user must change RETURN to

an inappropriate input the following error mes-STOP at the end of the subroutine. SA 1CAL can

then be compiled along with the SATI'K 1 routine sage will appear on the screen and in the outputfile:
and executed as a separate interactive module. An
example of the use of SA1CAL, which applies to
use individually or when called by the CEMENT *** INPUT ERROR ***

driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR SA2CAL---DRIVER FOR
MECHANISTIC SULFATE ATTACKDEGRADATIONMODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs

SA2CAL is the driver routine for SAITK2, the All inputs and outputs for SA2CAL are the
mechanistic sulfate attack model described in same as those for the SATI'K2 routine described

Section 3.8. SA2CAL provides an interface to in Section 3.8, except for the variable INPUT.

allow the user to interactively execute the INPUT is an integer to identify if the input will be
SA'ITK2 routine, interactive, using a file, or whether the user wants

to leave the routine before conducting
Usage calculations.

SA2CAL can either be executed using the main
Two files are opened by the SA2CAL subrou-

driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and
executed separately due to the modular nature of tine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened with a
the routines Execution of SA2CAL using file name of SA'ITK2.IN for input data and Unit 4

• is opened with the file name SA'Iq'K2.OUT forCEMENT is discussed in the instructions for use
the output file.

of CEMENT provided at the beginning of Appen-
dix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:

Remarks
CALL SA2CAL.

If an inappropriate value is used for one of the
In order to compile and execute SA2CAL sepa- input parameters, an error message will be printed
rarely from the main driver the user must place a
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the and no results will be provided. The error condi-tions for SA2CAL are the same as those for
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the SA'VI'K2 discussed in Section 3.8. In the case of
routine and the user must change RETURN to

an inappropriate input the following error mes-STOP at the end of the subroutine. SA2CAL can

then be compiled along with the SATTK2 routine sage will appear on the screen and in the outputfile:
and executed as a separate interactive module. An

example of the use of SA2CAL, which applies to
use individually or when called by the CEMENT *** INPUT I::RROF:I***

driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************
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Appendix A

USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR FLWCAL--DRIVER FOR FLOW
THROUGH CRACKED ROOF MODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs

FLWCAL is the driver routine for FLOW, the All inputs and outputs for FLWCAL are the
model for flow through a cracked vault roof same as those for the FLOW routine described in

do.scribed in Section 3.9. FLWCAL provides an Section 3.9, except for the variables INPUT,
interface to allow the user to interactively execute PERM, and FLW. INPUT is an integer to identify
the FLOW routine, if the input will be interactive, using a file, or

whether the user wants to leave the routine before

Usage conducting calculations. PERM and FLW are dis-
cussed in Table A-1.

FLWCAL can either be executed using the

main driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and Two files are opened by the FLWCAL subrou-
executed separately because of the modular fine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened with a
nature of the routines. Execution of FLWCAL file name of FLOW.IN for input data and Unit 4 is
using CEMENT is discussed in the instructions opened with the file name FLOW.OUT for the
for use of CEMENT provided at the beginning of output file.
Appendix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is:

C.,'_LLFLWCAL. Remarks

If an inappropriate value is used for one of theIn order to compile and execute FLWCAL sepa-
rately from the main driver the user must place a input parameters, an error message will be printed
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the and no results will be provided. The error condi-
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the tions for FLWCAL are the same as those for
routine and the user must change RETURN to FLOW discussed in Section 3.9 with additional
STOP at the end of the subroutine. FLWCAL can conditions as noted in Table A-1. In the case of an

then be compiled along with the FLOW routine inappropriate input the following error message
and executed as a separate interactive module. An will appear on the screen and in the output file:
example of the use of FLWCAL, which applies to

•It' 'It'lt'lt 'J' ItIt 'It,It lt"It' _ 'It'lit t t it t" _ t ¢t

useindividually or when called by the CEMENT *** INPUTERROR**'_

driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************

Table A-1. Inputs and outputs for FLWCAL different from FLOW (L = length, M = mass, T = time).

FORTRAN NUREG

name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

PERM N/A Real LfI' Hydraulic conductivityof homogeneous INPUT
porous material above concreteusedto
calculate FLW = ZETA3* PERM(>10,Is)

FLW N/A Real LfI" Effective flow ratethroughcombinedporous OUTPUT
media/concrete

/
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Appendix A

USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR RNCALL--DRIVER FOR RELEASE
FROM CRACKED WASTE FORM MODEL

Description THALF, CF, and RELS are discussed in
Table A-2.

RNCALL is the driver routine for RNNOD, the
Two files are opened by the RNCALL subrou-

model for flow through a cracked vault roof
tine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened with a

described in Section 3.10. RNCALL provides an
file name of RNNOD.IN for input data and Unit 4

interface to allow the user to interactively execute
is opened with the file name RNNOD.OUT for

the RNNOD routine, the output file.

Usage Remarks

RNCALL can either be executed using the If an inappropriate value is used for one of the
main &"iver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and input parameters, an error message will be printed
executed separately because of the modular and no results will be provided. The error condi-
nature of the routines. Execution of RNCALL tions for RNCALL are the same as those for
using CEMENT is discussed in the instructions RNNOD discussed in Section 3.10 with addi-
for use of CEMENT provided at the beginning of tional conditions as noted in Table A-2. In the
Appendix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is: case of an inappropriate input the following error

message will appear on the screen and in the
CALL RNCALL. output file:

In order to compile and execute RNCALL sepa- *********************
*** INPUT ERROR ***

rarely from the main driver the user must place a *********************
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the A warning will also be issued ff too many itera-
routine and the user must change RETURN to tions are required to obtain convergence in the
STOP at the end of the subroutine. RNCALL can numerical iteration. The user is requested to relax

then be compiled along with the RNNOD routine the EPS by increasing from l0 -7to 10-6.The user
and executed as a separate interactive module. An must compare the results from the two simula-
example of the use of RNCALL, which applies to tions to note any change in the predicted con-
use individually or when called by the CEMENT centration. Furthermore, when using any
driver is provided in Appendix B. convergence criterion above l0 -7 the user should

check results for times on each side of the time

Inputs/Outputs beingsimulated to look foroscillations in the pre-
dicted concentration. The warning message that is

All inputs and outputs for RNCALL are the printed is:
same as those for the RNNOD routine described *********************** WARNING**********"*********

in Section 3.10, except for the variables INPUT, Too many steps required to reach convergence. It Is reoom-

TC, CRACK, RKD, RHO, DE, THALF, CF, and mended that the user relax the convergence criteria (EPS)
and reruntheprogram.Anincreasebya factorof 10 isrecom-

RELS. INPUT isan integerto identify if the input mended. If convergencecritedaarerelaxed,the user needs

will be interactive, using a file, or whether the to use caution to ensurethat the resultsare reasonable.The
resultsfor thecase before and afterrelaxingEPSshouldbe

user wants to leave the routine before conducting compared.
calculations. TC, CRACK, RKD, RHO, DE, *****************************************************
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Table A-2. Inputs and outputs for RNCALL different from RNNOD (I., = length, M = mass, T = time).

FORTRAN NUREG

name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

TC Cto Real M/L^3 Total radionudide concentration in unit INPUT
volume of porous media (solid and liquid)
used to calculate CF = CONC*TC/ALPHA

CRACK N/A Real L Crack width used to calculate the RNNOD INPUT

input CRKFRC prior to calling RNNOD.
Where, C'RKFRC = CRACK/SPACE
(>10 -15)

RKD Kd Real L^3/M Radionuclide distribution coefficient used to INPUT

calculate the RNNOD input ALPHA prior to
calling RNNOD. Where, ALPHA = POR *
RD = POR * (I+RHO*RKD]POR)
(>10 "15)

RHO Pb Real M/L^3 Dry bulk density of concrete used to calculate INPUT
the RNNOD input ALPHA prior to calling
RNNOD. Where, as noted above
(>10-_5)

DE De Real L^2/T Effective diffusion coefficient through INPUT
concrete used to calculate the RNNOD input
DA prior to calling RNNOD. Where, DA =
DE/RD (>10 -15)

THALF T 1/2 Real T Radionuclide half-fife used to calculate the INPUT
RNNOD input DECAY prior to calling
RNNOD. Where, DECAY = LN[2]/THALF
(>I0"lo)

CF Cf Real M/L^3 Radionuclide concentration in crack pore OUTPUT
fluid used to calculate RELS = CF * DARV

RELS R Real M/L^2-T Effective release rate from cracked concrete OUTPUT
waste form
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USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR SFCALL--DRIVER FOR
RELEASE THROUGH CRACKED VAULT MODEL

Description Inputs/Outputs

SFCALL is the driver routine for SUDFRD, All inputs and outputs for SFCALL are the
the model for releases through a cracked vault same as those for the SUDFRD routine described
described in Section 3.11. SFCALL provides an in Section 3.11, except for the variables INPUT,
interface to allow the user to interactively execute THALF, RKD, and RHO. INPUT is an integer to
the SUDFRD routine, identify ff the input will be interactive, using a

file, or whether the user wants to leave the routine

Usage before conducting calculations. THAI,F, RKD,
and RHO are discussed in Table A-3.

SFCALL can either be executed using the main
driver, CEMENT, or can be compiled and Two files are opened by the SFCALL
executed separately because of the modular subroutine for input and output. Unit 3 is opened
nature of the routines. Execution of SFCALL with a file name of SUDFRD.IN for input data

using CEMENT is discussed in the instructions and Unit 4 is opened with the file name
for use of CEMENT provided at the beginning of SUDFRD.OUT for the output file.

Appendix A. The FORTRAN subroutine call is: Remarks
CALL SFCALL.

ff an inappropriate value is used for one of the
In order to compile and execute SFCALL sepa- input parameters, an errormessage will be printed
rarely from the main driver the user must place a and no results will be provided. The errorcondi-
comment symbol in column 1 in front of the tions for SFCALL are the same as those for
SUBROUTINE statement at the beginning of the SUDFRD discussed in Section 3.11 with addi-
routine and the user must change RETURN to tional conditions as noted in Table A-3. In the

STOP at the end of the subroutine. SFCALL can case of an inappropriate input the following error
then be compiled along with the SUDFRD rou- message will appear on the screen and in the
tine and executed as a separate interactive rood- output file:
ule. An example of the use of SFCALL, which lit ,J ,Ik_ ttt, t Itr/_'/t lit ItOt "_It'll' t lit ¢t ¢t _'

applies to use individually or when called by the *,,* INPUTERROR ***
CEMENT driver is provided in Appendix B. *********************

"['able A-3. Inputs and outputs for SFCALL different from SUDFRD (L = length, M =mass, T = time).

FORTRAN NUREG

name symbol Type Units Description Remarks

THALF N/A Real T Radionuclidehalf-fife usedto calculatethe INPUT
SUDFRD input DECAYprior to calling
SUDFRD. Where, DECAY = LN[2]/THALF
(>10-15)

RKD Ko Real L^3/M Radionuclidedistributioncoefficient usedto INPUT
calculatetheSUDFRD inputRD priorto
calling SUDFRD.Where,
RD = l+RHO*RKD/POR(>l 0"15)

RHO I_, Real M/I.,^3 Dry bulkdensity of concrete used to calculate INPUT
RD
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Appendix B

Examples of Subroutine Use and Test Data

INTRODUCTION

Example interactive screens are provided for driver requesting if the user would like to conduct

each of the routines discussed in Appendix A. another simulation:

The examples all use option "0" for INPUT,
**ATTEMPTEDTO READPASTENDOF INPUTFILE **

which is to use interactive input. Following each **_Ji inputshavenot been included in file**
example interactive session,anexample input file **or a blank lineneedsto be added to end **

**of input file (extraline is required) **
using the same input parameters is provided. LEAVINGSUBROUTINE
Each f'decan beusedif option "l" isselectedfor

inputting data using a file. After selecting option Note that an extra line is required in the input file
"l", the routine will proceed to solving the prob- after the last input parameter. In the example
lem with no further input necessary. If option "l" input f'fles, the bottom half of the file is a list of
is selected and the data file is not complete, the the input parameters in the order they are read.

following message will appear on the screen and Including this information at the bottom of the
the user will be returned to the menu in the main file satisfies the requirement for an extra line.
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE SESSION FOR CRBCAL

***************************************************** ENTERCa CONC. IN CONCRETE(moles/cm^ 3) = >
2.E-2

- DRIVERFOR CARBNASUBROUTINE-
********** InputParameters***********

Estimatesdepth ofcarbonationin Numberof Times = 11
concreteasa functionof time. Starting13me(yr) = 0.0E - 01

Time increment(yr) = 1,0E+02
IntrinsicDiff.Coelf,(cm" 2/s) = 9.0E- 07

***************************************************** TIC inGroundwater(moles/cm^ 3) = 5.0E- 08
Ca inConcrete(moles/cm^ 3) = 2.0E- 02

HOW DO YOUWANTTO INPUTTHE DATA?
0 = interactiveon the screen ******* RESULTS*********
1 = inputfile,CARBNA.INmustbe incurrentdir, Time(yr) Depth(cm)
2 = leaveroutine 0.0E- 01 0.0E - 01
0 1.0E+02 1.2E- 01
*** ENTERVARIABLES*** 2.0E+02 1.7E- 01

3.0E+02 2.1E-01

ENTER NUMBER OF TIMES TO CONSIDER (0<N<=100) -> 4.0E+02 2.4E-01
11 5,0E+02 2.7E - 01
ENTERSTARTTIME (YRAFTERSTARTOF CARBONATION)--> 6,0E+02 2.9E- 01
0 7.0E+02 3.2E- 01
ENTERTIME INCREMENT(yr) (TIMINC >-- 1) => 8.0E+02 3.4E-01
100 9.0E+02 3.6E- 01
ENTERCO2 INTRINSICDIFF.COEFF.(cm" 2/s) -- > 1.0E+03 3,8E- 01
9.E-7
ENTERTOTALINORGANICCARBONCONC. *************************
IN GROUNDWATER(moles/cm" 3) = >
5.E- 8 OUTPUTFILE = > 'CARBNA.OUT'
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AppendixB

EXAMPLE CARBNA.IN AND CARBNA.OUT FILES

11 Time increment(yr) ,= 1.0E+02
0. IntrinsicDiff.Coeff.(cm " 2/s) =, 9.OE- 07
100. Ca in Groundwater(moles/cm" 3) ,, 5.0E- 08
9.E- 7 Ca in Concrete(moies/cm" 3) = 2.0E- 02
5.E-8
2.E- 2 ******* RESULTS*********

*** Inputsin Order fortestdriverfor CARBNA Time(yr) Depth(cm)
Numberof Times 0.0E- 01 0.0E- 01
InitialTime (yr) 1.0E+02 1.2E- 01
Time Increment(yr) 2.0E+02 1.7E-01
Intrinsicdiffusioncoefficient(crn" 2/s) 3.0E+02 2.1E- 01
TIC concentrationingroundwater(moles/cm" 3) 4.0E+02 2.4E- 01
Ca concentrationin concrete(moles/cm" 3) 5.0E+02 2.7E- 01

6.0E+02 2.9E- 01

CARBNA.OUI_ersion 1.0 7.0E+02 3.2E- 01
8.0E+02 3.4E- 01

********** Input Parameters*********** 9.0E+02 3.6E-01
Number of Times - 11 1.0E+03 3.8E - 01
Starting'lime (yr) = 0.0E-01 *************************
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE SESSION FOR CLACAL

***************************************************** ENTERWATERTO CEMENT RATIO= >
.5

- DRIVERFORCLATIMSUBROUTINE - ENTERCI- ION CONC. INGROUNDWATERCopra)=>
1

Estimatestimeuntilonsetof reb_ corrosion.

***************************************************** ********** Input Parameters***********
Depth ofrebar in concrete(in) = 2,0E+00

HOW DO YOUWANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? Waterto Cementratio = 5.0E- 01
0 = interactiveon thescreen CI- in Groundwater(ppm) = 1,0E+00
1 = inputfile, CLATIM.INmustbe incurrentdir.
2 = leave routine *********** RESULTS***********

Estimatedtime to onsetof rebar
0 corrosionis6.0E+02 years,
*** ENTERVARIABLES*** ********************************
ENTERTHICKNESS OF CONCRETEABOVEREBAR(in)= >
2 OUTPUTFILE = > 'CLATIM.OUT'
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE CLATIM.IN AND CLATIM.OUT FILES

,

.5 ********** InputParametere***********
1.0 Doplhof rebarin concrete(in) - 2.0E+00
*** Inputs in Orderfor testdriverfor CLATIM Waterto Cementratio - 5.0E- 01
Thicknee8of Concreteaboverebar (in) Cl-in Groundwater(ppm) = 1.0E+O0
Water.to-Cementratio

CI- Ion concentrationin groundwater (ppm) *********** RESULTS***********
Estimatedtime to onsetof rebar
corrosionis8.0E+02 years.

CLATIM.OUT,Version1.0 ********************************

B-7 NUREG/CR-6138
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE SESSION FOR CORCAL

***************************************************** ENTER CONSTANT CORROSION RATE DUE TO
HYDROGENEVOLUTIONREACTION(cm/yr) ->

- DRIVERFORCORROD SUBROUTINE- 0.0003
ENTERTIMEUNTIL ONSET OF 02 CORROSION (YR) - >

Estimate8percentof rebu remaining 100.0
as a functionof tima as a reaultof

oxygendiffusionand hydrogenevolution(pauive_corrosion. ********** InputParameters***********
Numberof Times = 11

Qtt _tttt tt_tt t _t_t_Qttttt _tt tttt ttQ_ tttttt tttt_t _ttt ttttt_Qt_

StartingTime (yr) = 0.0E-01
Time Increment(yr) = 1.0E+02

HOW DO YOU WANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? Depthof rebarin concrete(in) = 2.0E+00
0 = interactiveon the screen Rebardiameter(in) = 5.0E- 01
1 = Inputfile,CORROD.IN mustbe in currentdir. Rebarspacing(in) = 1.2E+01
2 = leave routine IntrinsicDiff,Coefl,(cm""2/a) = 9.0E- 07

02 inGroundwater(moles/cm̂ 3) = 3.1E- 07
0 HERcon'osionrate (cm/yr) = 3.0E - 04
*** ENTERVARIABLES*** Time until02 corrosion (yr) = 1.0E+02

ENTER NUMBER OF TIMES TO CONSIDER (O<N< =100)
******************** RESULTS***********************==>

11 Time(F) PercentRemaining
ENTER START TIME (YR AFTER START OF CORROSION) 02 corrosion HERcorrosion Total
= > O.OE-01 1.0E- 02 1.0E+ 02 1.0E+ 02
0 1.0E+2 1.0E+02 9.1E+01 9_1E+01

ENTERTIME INCREMENT (yr) (TIMINC > = 1) = > 2.0E+02 9.6E+01 8.2E+01 7.8E+01
100 3.0E+02 9.2E+01 7.4E+01 6.8E+01
ENTERTHICKNESS OF CONCRETEABOVEREBAR(in) = > 4.0E+02 8.8E+01 6.6E+01 5.4E+01
2 5.0E+02 8.4E+01 5.8E+01 4.3E+01
ENTERREBARSPACING(in) => 6.0E+02 8.0E+01 5.1E+01 3.2E+01
12 7.0E+02 7.6E+01 4.5E+01 2.1E+01
ENTERREBARDIAMETER(in) => 8.0E+02 7.2E+01 3.9E+01 1.1E+01
.5 9.0E+02 6.8E+01 3.3E+01 1.4E+00
ENTER02 CONC. IN GROUNDWATER(moles/cm" 3) = > 1.0E+03 6.4E+01 2.8E+01 O.OE-01

_ _ t_t ft tt tt tt ttt ¢_'t t_t tt ttt _t_'tt t _ttt_tt _lt'tt t t t _ t_ _ tt _ t _ _
3.125E- 7
ENTER02 INTRINSIC DIFF.COEFF.(crn" 2/s) = >
9.E- 7 OUTPUTFILE= > 'CORROD.OUT'
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE CORROD.IN AND CORROD.OUT FILES

11 Starting Time (yr) - O.OE+00
O, Time Increment(yr) - 1.0E+02
100. Depthof reber tnconcrete(in) -. 2.0E+O0
2. Reberdiameter (in.) - 5.0E- 01
12. Reberspacing (in.) ,= 1.2E+01
.5 Intrin_cDiff.Coeff. (cm ^ 2/s) ,, 9.0E- 07
3.125E - 7 02 inGroundwater(moles/cm^ 3) - 3.1E- 07
9.E - 7 HERcorrosionrate (cm/yr) - 3.0E-04
0.0003 Time until02 corrosion(yr) = 1.0E+02
100.0
*** Inputsin Order for testdriverfor CORROD
Numberof timesto consider ******************** RESULTS***********************
StartingTime (yr) Time(F) PercentRemaining
Time increment(yr) 02 corrosion HERcorrosion Total
Thicknessof concrete aboverebar (in) O.OE+00 1.0E+02 1.0E+02 1.0E+02
Reber spacing (in) 1.0E+2 1.0E+02 9.1E+01 9.1E+01
Reberdiameter (in) 2.0E+02 9.6E+01 8.2E+01 7.8E+01
02 concentrationin groundwater(moles/cm^ 3) 3.0E+02 9.2E+01 7.4E+01 6.6E+01
02 intrinsicdiffusioncoefficient(crn^ 2/s) 4.0E+02 8.8E+01 6.6E+01 5.4E+01
HER (passive)corrosion rate(cm/yr) 5.0E+02 8.4E+01 5.8E+01 4.3E+01
Time untilonsetof 02 corrosion(yr) 6.0E+02 8.0E+01 5.1E+01 3.2E+01

7.0E+02 7.6E+01 4.5E+01 2.1E+01
CORROD.OUT,Version1.1 8.0E+02 7.2E+01 3.9E+01 i.lE+01

9.0E+02 6.8E+01 3.3E+01 1.4E+00
********** Input Parameters*********** 1.0E+03 6.4E+01 2.8E+01 O.OE+O0
Number of Times ,= 11 *****************************************************
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE SESSION FOR FRICAL

flit W_ttttttt_'Wt t_'t_tt _ f_t _t _ttt_t_ttttt_t_tt_t_ ._

ENTERCONCRETEPOROSITY(0<PHI<I) =)
- DRIVERFOR FRZTHI SUBROUTINE- .3

ENTERRESIDUALMOISTURECONTENT (O<TR<I) =>
Estimatesfractionaldecrease indynamic 8.94E-2
modulusof elasticity,time to reach50%
reductionindyn, rood.of elast., and ********** InputParameters***********
annualrate of degradation. # of Frz/l"hawcyclesper year = 350

Percententrainedair = 7.0E+00
***************************************************** Waterto Cementratio = 5.0E- 01

Porosityof concrete = 3.0E- 01
HOW DO YOUWANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? Residualmoisturecontent = 8.9E- 02
0 - interactiveon the screen
1 = inputfile, FRZTHI.IN mustbe incurrentdir. **************** RESULTS****************
2 = leaveroutine Estimatedannualfmctiomddecrease in

dynamicmodulusof elasticityis 3.9E- 02
0 and estimatedtime to reach50% reduction
*** ENTERVARIABLES*** is 1.1E+01 years.

ENTER# OF FREEZF.JTHAWCYCLESYEARLY(>50) => Estimatedannual degradationratedue to
350 freeze/thawis 2.3E+00 cm/yr.
ENTER % ENTRAINEDAIR IN CONCRETE(1<AIR<20) = > ******************************************
7
ENTERWATERTO CEMENT RATIO=> OUTPUTRLE => 'FRZTH1.OUT'
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EXAMPLEFRZTHI.INAND FRZTH1.OUTFILES

350 ********** Input Parameters ***********
7. # of Frz/Thawcyclesper year = 350
.5 Percententrainedair : 7.0E+O0
.3 Waterto Cementratio : 5.0E - 01
8.94E- 2 Porosityof concrete =, 3.0E- 01
*** Inputsin Orderfor testdriverfor FRZTH1 Relddualmoisturecontent = 8.9E- 02
Number offreeze/thawcycle_per year
% entrainedair in concrete **************** RESULTS****************
Weter-to-CementmlJo Estimatedannualfractionaldecreasein
Concreteporosity dynamicmodulusof elasticityis 3.9E- 02
Residualmoisturecontent and estimatedtime to reach 50% reduction

is 1.1E+01 years.
FRZTH1.OUT,Version1.0 Estimatedannualdegradationrate dueto

freeze/thawis 2.3E+00 cm/yr.
t t _tl_eeteee_e, eeet_,tb_tttt _t _et t _et t_ee_t _e_
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE SESSION FOR CLCCAL

***************************************************** ENTERCa CONC. IN CONCRETE(moles/cm^ 3) = >
2.E-2

- DRIVERFORLCHCNC SUBROUTINE-

********** Input Parameters***********
EslJmatesdepth of concreteconh'olled Numberof Times = 11

leachingas a functionof time, StartingTime (yr) = 0.0E - 01
***************************************************** Time Increment(yr) = 1.0E+02

IntrinsicDiff.Coeff.(cm^ 2/s) = 9.0E - 07

HOW DOYOU WANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? Ca inPore Solution(moles/cm^ 3) - 2.7E - 06
0 = interactiveon the screen Ca in Groundwater(moles/cm^ 3) = 5.0E- 08
1 = inputfile, LCHCNC.IN mustbe incurrentdir. Ca in Concrete(moles/crn̂ 3) = 2.0E- 02
2 = leaveroutine

******* RESULTS*********
0 Tirne(yr) Depth(cm)
*** ENTERVARIABIFS *** 0.0E - 01 0.0E- 01

1.0E+02 8.7E- 01
ENTER NUMBER OF TIMES TO CONSIDER (0<N< =100) 2.0E+02 1.2E+00
= > 3.0E+02 1.5E+00
11 4.0E+02 1.7E+00
ENTERSTARTTIME (YRAFTER STARTOF LEACHING)= > 5.0E+02 1.9E+00
0 6.0E+02 2.1E+00
ENTERTIME INCREMENT (yr) (TIMINC >= 1) => 7.0E+02 2.3E+00
100 8.0E+02 2.5E+00
ENTER Ca INTRIN. DIFF.COEE IN CONCRETE (cm ^ 2/s) 9.0E+02 2.6E+00
= > 1.0E+03 2.7E+00
9.E -7
ENTERCa CONC, IN PORE SOLUTION(moles/cm^ 3) = > *************************
2,7E-6
ENTERCa CONC, IN GROUNDWATER(moles/cm" 3) -->
5.E - 8 OUTPUTFILE = > 'LCHCNC.OUT'
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE LCHCNC.IN AND LCHCNC.OUT FILES

II TimeIncrement (yr) = 1.0E+02
O. IntrinsicDiff.Coeff.(cm^ 2/s) = 9.0E- 07
100. Ca in PoreSolution(moles/cm^3) = 2.7E- 06
9.E-7 Cain Groundwater(moles/cm^3) = 5.0E-08
2.7E - 6 Ca in Concrete(moles/cm^ 3) = 2.0E- 02
5.E-8
2.E-2 ******** RESULTS*******
*** Inputs inOrder fortest driverfor LCHCNC Time(yr) Depth(cm)
Numberof times toconsider O.OE- 01 O.OE- 01
StartingTime (yr) 1.0E+02 8.7E- 01
Time increment(yr) 2.0E+02 1.2E+00
Ca Intrinsicdiffusioncoeff,inconcrete(cm ^ 2/s) 3.0E+02 1.5E+00
Ca concentrationinpore solution(moles/cm^ 3) 4,0E+02 1.7E+00
Ca concenVation ingroundwater(moles/cm^3) 5.0E+02 1,9E+O0
Ca concentrationinconcrete(moles/cm^ 3) 6.0E+02 2.1E+00

7.0E+02 2.3E+00
LCHCNC.OUT,Version1.0 8.0E+02 2.5E+00

9.0E+02 2.6E+00
********** Input Parameters*********** 1.0E+03 2.7E+00
Number of Times = 11

StartingTime (yr) = O.OE-01 *************************
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE SESSION FOR GLCCAL

***************************************************** ENTERCa CONC. IN GROUNDWATER(moles/cm" 3) = >
5.E-8
ENTERCa CONC. IN CONCRETE(moles/cm^ 3) = >

- DRIVERFORLCHGEOSUBROUTINE- 2.E-2

Estimatesdepth of geologycontrolled ********** InputParameters***********
leachingas a functionof time. Numberof Times = 11

StartingTune (yr) - 0.0E- 01
***************************************************** Time Increment(yr) = 1.0E+02

SoilEft.Diff.Coeff.(cm" 2/s) = 3.0E- 06
Soil RetardationFactor = 5.0E+00

HOW DOYOU WANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? SoilPorosity = 3.0E- 01
0 = interactiveon the screen Ca in PoreSolution(moles/crn̂ 3) = 2.7E- 06
1 = inputfile, LCHGEO.INmustbe incurrentdir. Ca inGroundwater(motes/cm^ 3) = 5.0E- 08
2 = leaveroutine Ca inConcrete(moles/cm^ 3) = 2.0E- 02

0 ******* RESULTS*********
*** ENTERVARIABLES*** Time(F) Depth(cm)

0.0E- 01 0.0E- 01
ENTER NUMBEROF TIMESTO CONSIDER(0<N< =100) => 1.0E+02 9.8E-03
11 2.0E+02 1.4E-02
ENTERSTARTTIME (YRAFTER STARTOF LEACHING)= > 3.0E+02 1.7E- 02
0 4.0E+02 2.0E- 02
ENTERTIME INCREMENT(yr) (TIMINC> = 1) = > 5.0E+02 2.2E - 02
100 6.0E+02 2.4E - 02
ENTERCa EFF.DIFF.COEFF.IN SOIL (cm^ 2/s) = > 7.0E+02 2.6E-02
3.E - 6 8.0E+02 2.8E - 02
ENTER RETARDATIONCOEFF.IN SOIL (1< =RD) = > 9.0E+02 2.9E- 02
5 1.0E+03 3.1E- 02
ENTERSOIL POROSITY(0<PHI< =1) = >
.3 t _ _t ttt II_ttt _fl t_11_d_'_tt _ _'_ _t

ENTERCa CONC. IN PORE SOLUTION(moles/cm^ 3) = >
2.7E- 6 OUTPUT'FILE = > 'LCHGEO.OUT'
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EXAMPLE LCHGEO.IN AND LCHGEO.OUT FILES

1! Time Increment(yr) = 1.0E+02
0. SoilEft.Diff.Coeff.(cm^ 2/s) = 3.0E- 06
100. SollRetardationFactor = 5.0E+00
3.E- 6 SoilPorosity = 3.0E- 01
5. Ca in PoreSolution(moles/cm^ 3) = 2.7E- 06
.3 Ca inGroundwater(moies/cm^ 3) = 5.0E- 08
2.7E- 6 Ca inConcrete(moles/cm^ 3) = 2.0E- 02
5,E-8
2,E-2
*** Inputs inOrder for testdriverfor LCHGEO ******* RESULTS*********
Numberof timesto consider Time(yr) Depth(cm)
StarlingTime (yr) O.OE- 01 0.OE- 01
Timeincrement(yr) 1.0E+02 9.8E- 03
Ca effectivediffusioncoeff,insoil (cm" 2/s) 2.0E+02 1.4E- 02
Ca retardationcoefficientin soil 3.0E+02 1.7E- 02
Soil porosity 4.0E+02 2.0E- 02
Ca concenVationin poresolution(moles/cm^ 3) 5.0E+02 2.2E- 02
Ca concenVationin groundwater(moles/cm^ 3) 6.0E+02 2.4E- 02
Ca concentrationinconcrete(moies/cm^ 3) 7.0E+02 2.6E - 02

8.0E+02 2.8E - 02
LCHGEO.OUT,Version1.0 9.0E+02 2.9E- 02

1.0E+03 3.1E-02
********** Input Parameters***********
Number of Times = 11

StartingTime (yr) = 0.OE- 01 *************************
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EXAMPLE SESSION FOR SAICAL

***************************************************** ENTERTOT.[SO4--] +[Mg+ +] CONC. IN SOLUTION[M] = >
8.1E-5

- DRIVERFORSATTK1SUBROUTINE- ********** InputParameters***********
Numberof Times = 11

Estimatesdepth of sulfateattackas a Starting_me (yr) = 0.0E- 01
functionoftime usingan empiricalmodel. Time Increment(yr) = 1.0E+02

Wt.% C3Ain UnhydratedCement = 5.0E+00
***************************************************** [SO4--] + [Mg+ +] in Solution(M) = 8.1E- 05

******** RESULTS********
HOW DOYOU WANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? Time(yr) Depth(cm)
0 = interactiveon the screen 0.0E- 01 0.0E- 01
1 = inputfile, SATrKI.IN mustbe incurrentdir. 1.0E+02 2.2E- 02
2 = leaveroutine 2.0E+02 4.5E-02

3.0E+02 607E- 02
0 4.0E+02 8.9E- 02
*** ENTERVARIABLES*** 5.0E+02 1.1E-01

6.0E+02 1.3E- 01

ENTERNUMBEROFTIMES TO CONSIDER(0<N< =1C0) => 7.0E+02 1.6E- 01
11 8.0E+02 1oSE- 01
ENTERSTARTTIME (YRAFTER STARTOF ATTACK)=> 9.0E+02 2.0E- 01
0 1o0E+03 2.2E- 01
ENTERTIME INCREMENT(yr) (TIMINC > = 1) = >
100 *************************
ENTERWt.% of C3AIN UNHYDRATEDCEMENT = >
5 OUTPUTFILE= > 'SATTK1.OUT'

i
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AppendixB

EXAMPLE SATTKI.IN AND SATTK1.OUT FILES

11 Wt.% C3A in Unhydrated Cement = 5.0E+00
0. [SO4--]+[Mg+ +] inSolution(M) = 8.1E- 05
100.
5 ******* RESULTS*********
8.1E- 5 Time(yr) Depth(cm)
*** Inputsin Order fortest driverfor SATTK1 0,0E- 01 0.0E- 01
Number of times_ consider 1.0E+02 2.2E- 02

StartingTime (yr) 2.0E+02 4.5E - 02
Time increment (yr) 3,0E+02 6.7E- 02
Wt% C3A in unhydratedcement 4.0E+02 8.9E- 02
TotalSO4- - + Mg+ + conc. in soilwater (M) 5.0E+ 02 1.1E- 01

6.0E+02 1.3E- 01
SATTK1.OUT,Version1.0 7.0E+02 1.6E- 01

8.0E+02 1,8E- 01
********** InputParameters*********** 9.0E+02 2.0E-01
Numberof Times = 11 1.0E+03 2.2E- 01
StartingTime (yr) = 0.0E-01
Time Increment(yr) = 1.0E+02 *************************
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Appendix B

EXAMPLE SESSION FOR SA2CAL

***************************************************** ENTERSULFATECONCENTRATIONIN BULKSOLUTION
(moles/m̂ 3) = >

- DRIVERFORSATTK2SUBROUTINE- 5.20833
ENTERSULFATECONC. IN KINETICEXPERIMENTS

Estimatesdepth of sulfateattackas a (moles/m ^ 3) = >
functionof time usinga mechanisticmodel. 12.2

ENTERCHARACTERISTICTIME FOR REACTION(s)
***************************************************** (3577for OPC, 1555 for SRPC) = >

3577
HOW DO YOUWANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? ENTERMASSOF CEMENT (kg) = >
0 = interactiveon thescreen 300
I = inputfile, SATTK2.1Nmustbe incurrentdir. ENTERVOLUMEOF CONCRETE(m ^ 3) =>
2 = leaveroutine I
0

*** ENTERVARIABLES*** ********** Input Parameters***********
(OPC = OrdinaryPortlandCement) IntrinsicDiff.Coeff. (m^ 2/s) -- 1.0E- 12
(SRPC = Sulfate ResistantPortlandCement) m0 (moles/kganhydrouscement) - 3.2E- 01

mc (molemJkganhydrouscement) -- 1.2E+00
ENTER INTRINSICDIFF.COEFF.IN CEMENT (m^ 2/s) = > SO4conc. in Sol. (moles/m ^ 3) -- 5.2E+00
1.E- 12 SO4 corm.inExp. (molas/m^ 3) - 1.2E+01
ENTER KINETICCONSTANT FORQUANTITYOF Characteristicreactiontime (s) = 3.6E+03

SULFATEREACTEDWITH CEMENT Mass of cement (kg) = 3.0E+02
(moles/1(gof anhydrouscement) Volumeofconcrete(m ^ 3) - 1.0E+00
(0.32 for OPC, 0.16 for SRPC) =>

'32 *********** RESULTS************
ENTER QUANTITYOF SULFATEREQUIREDTO

COMPLETELYREACTWITH CEMENT DegradationRate = 5.7E - 02 cm/yr_ _ t_t _t tt ttt t ttt t _ttt t t_t etttt t tt_ III _t_t _ t _

(moles/kgof anhydrous cement)
(1.24 for OPC, 1.07 for SRPC) = >

1.24 OUTPUTFILE= > 'SATTK2.OUT'
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EXAMPLE SATTK2.1NAND SATTK2.OUT FILES

1.E-12 Massof cement (kg)
.32 Volumeof concrete(m" 3)

1.24 SATTK2.0UT,Version1.0
5.2O833

12.2 ********** InputPammeters***********
3577. IntrinsicDiff.Coelf.(m ^ 2/s) = 1.0E- 12
300. mO(moles/kganhydrouscement) =, 3.2E- 01
I. mc (moles/kganhydrouscement) ,= 1.2E+00
*** InputsinOrclerfor testdriverforSATrK2 SO4 conc. inSol. (moles/m"3) = 5.2E+00
Intrinsiccliffusioncoeflicientinconcrete(m" 2/s) SO_ conc. inExp. (molN/m " 3) = 1.2E+01
Kinetic const, for quan. of sulfate reacted w/cement Cl_dstic reactiontime (s) = 3.6E+03
(moles/l(g) Massof cement (kg) = 3.0E+02
Quantity of sulfate required to compl, react w/cement Volumeof concrete(m" 3) = 1.0E+00
(moles/kg)
Sulfateconcentrationinbulk solution(moles/m" 3) *********** RESULTS************
Sulfateconcentrationinkineticexperiments(moles/m" 3) DegradationRate = 5.7E- 02cm/yr
Charactedsttctimefor reaction(s) *********************************
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EXAMPLE SESSION FOR FLWCAL

***************************************************** ENTERDEPTHOF PERCHEDWATER= >
50

- DRIVERFORFLOWSUBROUTINE- ENTERHYD.COND. OF POROUS MEDIA = >
1.5

Estimatesflow ratethroughporousmedia above ** Running.., **

vaultand cracks in vaultroof. *** InputParameters***
CrackWidth(crack) = 1,0E- 01_tt_t t _ttt _ltt_t t _tt_tttt t tt_tIt t _lt_t_t_t_t t t _tt_
CrackSpacing(space) = 1.0E+02
Depth of PerchedWater(perch) = 5.0E+01

HOW DO YOU WANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? Hyd.Cond, of PorousMedia (perm) = 1.5E+00
0 = interactiveon thescreen
1 = inputfile, FLOW.INmustbe in currentdir. *** DimensionlessVariables***
2 = leave routine Gap Fraction(crkfrc) = 1.0E- 03

• z0 (smalzO) = 1.0E+03
0
*** USE CONSISTENT UNITS *** ************ RESULTS************

ZETA3is 1,9E- 01, which yieldsan
ENTERCRACKWIDTH = > effectiveflowrate of 2.8E - 01
.1 _t_tt_t_tt_t_t_t_t_t_

ENTERCRACKSPACING = >
100 OUTPUTFILE = > 'FLOW.OUT'
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EXAMPLE FLOW.IN AND FLOW.OUT FILES

0.1 *** InputParameters***
100. Crack Width(crack) - 1.0E- 01
50. CrackSpacing (space) - 1.0E+02
1.5 Oapth ofPerchedWater(perch) = 5.0E+01
*** Inputsin Order fortestprogramfor FLOWsubroutine*** Hy¢l.Cond. of PorousMedia (perm) =, 1.5E+00
(useconsiatentunits- > L=length,T=time)
Crack Width(L), *** DimensionlessVariables***
CrackSpacing(L), Gap Fraction(crkfrc) =, 1.0E- 03
Depth of PerchedWater (L), z0 (smalzO) =, 1.0E+03
Hyd. Cond. of PorousMedia (L/T),

************ RESULTS***********
ZETA3is 1.9E- 01, which yieldsan

FLOW.OUT,Version1.0 effectiveflowrate of 2.8E- 01
t Oft OtttttQ_Qtlt tlt/t _tlb/t/it _tt _t_tt_
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EXAMPLESESSIONFORRNCALL

***************************************************** ENTERCONCRETEPOROSITY">
.S

- DRIVERFOR RNNOD SUBROUTINE- ENTERCONCRETEEFFECTIVEDIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
(* USE CONSISTENTUNITS*) - >

Estimates concentrationand release 0.01
rate of radionuclidefromfracturetn ENTERRADIONUCUDEHALF.LIFE ->
a concretewasteform, 12.

ENTEREPS (TYPICALLY1.E-7) ->
1.E-7*****************************************************
** Running... **

HOW DO YOU WANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? ********** InputParameters***********
0 - interactiveon thescreen TotalConcentration(totalc) ,,, 2.0E+00
1 = inputfile, RNNOD.INmustbe in currentdtr. SimulationTime (time) = 1.0E+01
2 - leaveroutine AverageDarcyVel.(darv) = 1.0E- 0.3
0 Crack Width (crack) =, 1.0E- 02
*** USE CONSISTENT UNITS *** Clack Length((tlst) - 1.0E+02

CrackSpactng (sp_tce) ,, 1.0E+01
ENTERTOTALCONC. IN CONCRETEMATRIXAND PORES-, > DistributionCoeff.(rkd) - 1.0E+02
2. DryBulkDensity(rho) - 1.3E+00
ENTERSIMULATIONTIME = > Porosity(pot) = 5.0E- 01
I0. Eft. DiffusionC,oeff. (de) .- 1.0E-02
ENTER DARCYVELOCITYTHROUGH CRACKED Half-Life(thalf) = 1.2E+01

CONCRETE = > EPS ,= 1.0E- 07
.001 t/_t/_ttttt_,tt/_,_tt_t/_/_/bttt _t t_t_tt_t

ENTER CRACKWIDTH = •
.01 ********************* RESULTS***********************
ENTER CRACKLENGTH = > (M=mass,L=length,T==time)
100. FractionalConcentmtloncomputedby RNNOD = 5.6E-01
ENTER CRACKSPACING .-> Concentrationin CrackWateris 8.6E - 03 (M/L" 3)
10 The corresponding average release rate ts 8.6E -06
ENTERCONCRETEKD = > (M/L^ 2-T)
100. *****************************************************
ENTERCONCRETEDRYBULKDENSITY = >
1.3 OUTPUTFILE = > 'RNNOO.OUT'
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EXAMPLE RNNOD.IN AND RNNOD.OUT FILES

2. C_:}_ Criteria(_iy 1.E- '7)
10.
0.031 RNNOD.OUT,Version1.0
0.01
100, ********** InputPammetera***********
10. TotalConcenV_ion (totalc) - 2.0E+O0
100. SimulationTime (time) "- 1.0E+01
1.3 AverageOarcyVel.(darv) ,- 1.0E- 03
o.s CrackW_,h(crack) = 1,0E-02
0.01 CrackLength(dlat) = 1.0E+02
12. CrackSpacing(space) - 1.0E+01

Dl_ibution Coeff. (rkd) - 1.0E+02
1.E-7 DryBulk Density(rho) ,, 1.3E+00
*** InputsJnOrder for testdriverfor RNNOD Poroalty(IXX') = 5.0E- 01
(useconsistentunits->L-length,T=time,M=rnau) Eft.DiffusionCoeff. (de) - 1.0E-02
To_C (M/L^ 3), Half-Life(_alf) = 1.0E+02
Time(T), EPS ,, 1.0E- 07
Derv (UT), *************************************
CrackWk,. (L),
Crack Length(L), ******************** RESULTS *********************
Crack Spacing (L), (M-mmm,L-length,T-time)
RadionudtdeKd tn Concrete(L ^ 3/M), FractionalConce_ computedby RNNOD - 5.8E-01
ConcreteDry BulkDensity(M/L ^ 3), ConcenVationinCrack Wateris 8.6E- 03 (M/L ^ 3)
Concrete Porosity(-), The corresponding average release rate is 8.6E -06
ConcreteEffectiveDiffusionCoefficient(L" 2/1"), (M/I.^ 2-T)
RadtonudideHalf.Ufe (T), *****************************************************
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EXAMPLE SESSION FOR SFCALL

***************************************************** ENTERCONCRETEEFFECTIVEDIFFUSIONCOEFFICIENT
(* USE CONSISTENTUNITS *) = >

- DRIVERFORSUDFRD SUBROUTINE- 0.01
ENTERCRACKWIDTH =>

Estimatesthicknessof crackedconcretefloor .5
that will resultina specifiedreductionin ENTERCRACKSPACING= >
concenV_tJondue to decayand/or sorption I00
as a radionudide passesthroughthe floor. ENTERCONCRETEPOROSITY= >

.4
***************************************************** ** Running... **

HOW DO YOU WANTTO INPUTTHE DATA? *** InputParameters***
0 = Interactiveon thescreen AverageDarcyVel.(clarv) = 5,0E- 02
1 - Inputfile,SUDFRD.IN mustbe incurrent¢'r. Half.Ufe(thalf) = 5,7E+03
2 = leave routine AttenuationFactor(deltc) = 1,0E- 01

DistributionCoeff.(rkd) = 5,0E+03
0 DryBulkDensity(rho) = 1.3E+00
*** USE CONSISTENT UNITS *** Eft.DiffusionCoeff.(de) = 1.0E- 02

CrackWidth (crack) = 5.0E- 01
ENTERDARCYVELOCITYTHROUGH CRACKED Crack Spacing(space) = 1,0E+02

CONCRETE = > Porosity(pot) = 4.0E- 01
,05

ENTERRADIONUCUDEHALF-LIFE= > ********************** RESULTS**********************
5730 (L=length)
ENTERDESIRED REDUCTION IN CONCENTRATION= > Thicknessof Concrete requiredto attenuatethe concentra-,1
ENTERCONCRETE KD => tion by a factorof 1.0E-01 is 1.0E+02 (L)
5O(3O
ENTERCONCRETE DRYBULKDENSITY = >
1.3 OUTPUTFILE= > 'SUDFRD.OUT'
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EXAMPLE SUDFRD.IN AND SUDFRD.OUT FILES

0.05 ConcretePorosity(-)
5730.
O,1 SUDFRD.OUT,Version1.0
5000,
1.3 *** InputParameters***
0.01 AverageDarcyVel.(darv) = 5,0E- 02
0.5 Half-Life(thalt) = 5.7E+03
100. AttenuationFactor(cleltc) = 1.0E-01

DistributionCoetf. (rkd) = 5.0E+03
0,4 DryBulkDensity(rho) = 1.3E+00
*** Inputsin Orderfor testdriverto SUDFRD*** Eft.DiffusionCoetf. (de) = 1.0E- 02
(use consistentunits-> L=length, T=time, M=mass) CrackWidth(crack) = 5.0E- 01
Dan/(L/T), Crack Spacing(space) = 1.0E+02
Radionudide Half.Life(T), Porosity(pot) = 4.0E- 01
ConcentrationReduction(.),
RadionuclideKd inConcrete (L" 3/M), ********************** RESULTS**********************

Concrete Dry BulkDensity (M/L" 3), (L=length)
Concrete EffectiveDiffusionCoefficient(L" 2/T), Thicknessof Concrete requiredto attenuate the concentra-
Crack Width(L), tionby a factorof 1.0E-01 is 1.0E+02 (L)
Crack Spacing (L), *****************************************************
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Appendix C

Programmer Notes

This section summarizes the compiler options ment is a comment in the LAHEY version of the
and portability information for CEMENT. The computer code. To execute the line, simply delete

primary use of this code is for running on an IBM the "C" in column 1 in front of the write state-
PC or compatible using the LAHEY FORTRAN ment.
compiler. Some compiler specific concerns are
identified. In general, the code has been written to
be easily ported to different platforms. It has been In each of the individual driver routines, a log-
run on Macintosh and NeXT computers using the ical variable called HELP is provided. The vari-
ABSOFT FORTRAN compiler with minimal able is currently inactive except for being
changes. These changes are discussed below, initialized in each of the driver routines. The vari-

able is passed in the call to the subroutine

The LAHEY FORTRAN compiler, version associated with each driver, but all references to

5.00 was used for this program. The default the variable within the subroutines are com-
options for LAHEY FORTRAN were used. The mented. If the user wishes to activate HELP for
following options were used for the ABSOFT any subroutine, the following steps are necessary.
compiler: -O, -C, -e, -g, -s, -f, and -c. The user mus_ first add HELP to the end of the

READ statement for the input file in the driver

In the main driver, it may be necessary to use and must also remove the comments at the start of
the line that writes "Press ENTER to Continue" the lines for interactive input of the HELP vari-
after the disclaimer is written to the screen. This able in the driver. Most of the subroutines do not

is Line 103 in Version 1.01 of CEMENT. LAHEY have any coding to take advantage of HELP, thus,
automatically writes this when a PAUSE com- the user will need to add any required coding to
mand is used. However, other compilers (e.g., the routines. It may also be necessary to add an

ABSOFT) may not automatically write this state- OPEN statement at the start of the subroutine for
ment to the screen. The line with the write state- a debug output file if the user desires.
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Appendix D

Configuration Control

The VCS3 system was used to maintain all files Policies, directives, and procedures applicable
associated with the development and release of to the SCMP include the following:

the concrete analysis modules. The configuration
management of the software product during • Prevent unauthorized or undocumented
development is essential to the delivery of error- changes to software or documentation under
free and reliable software, and to ensure com- configuration control

pliance with the requirements of the applicable
Software Engineering Standard Practice. Q Control software to ensure that revision

status can always be ascertained

The SCMP provides information regarding the
requirements and procedures necessary for the • Control software to ensure that a complete
configuration management activities to be used in change history can be produced for each
development of the software product. The pur- controlled software item.

pose of the plan is to: (a) prevent unauthorized or
undocumented changes to software or documen- The implementing procedure and principal tool
tation under configuration control, (b) establish a is used generally to establish a directory structure
method of controlling software suchthat revision for all CIs within a UNIX file system, apply file
status can always be ascertained, and (c) establish and directory permissions to restrict access, and

a method of controlling software such that acom- use VCS as a (Quality Level B) tool to provide

plete change history can be produced for each revision status and change history on a file-by-file
controlled software item. basis.
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Software Transmittal Form

NRC Scientific Software Submittal Package Description Form

Program Name: CEMENT

Programming Language(s) Used: FORTRAN 77

Machine: IBM PC

Core Storage Requirements for Sample Problem: < 200 kb

Approximate Execution Time for Sample Problem:

Described in #4-3, Page E--4.

Package Contents (Items 1-8 are mandatory):

Yes 1. Abstract

Yes 2. Documentation consisting of the items described in the space below:

a. Plansky,L. E. and R. R. Seitz, User's Guidefor Simplified Computer Modelsfor the
Estimation of Long-Term Performance of Cement-Based Materials,
EGG-WM-10793, October 1993

Yes 3. Source program on diskette.

Yes 4. Sample problem input on diskette.

Yes 5. Compilation of the source program (Item 3).

Given on the disk, CEMENT.EXE.

Yes 6. Listing of the sample problem input (Item 4).

Given on the disk and in Appendix B of Item 2a, above.

Yes 7. Output from an execution of the sample problem input, Item 4, using the source code
provided in Item 3, including plots, if any.

Given in Item 2a and on the disk. Sample inputs are provide for all 11 subroutines.

No 8. Fortape submittals, a copy of the output for the job that created the tape.

Not Applicable.
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Yes 9. Other (describe other materials such as data libraries, control information, etc., in the
space below).

N/A

Code Portability Information:

1. Provide name and description of the required system library routines not included in the
submittal, and indicate where these routines ate called (subroutines name, line).

N/A

2. Provide name and description of required FORTRAN library routines (internal or external)
which may differ between mainframes, and indicate where these routines are called (subroutine
name, line).

N/A

3. Describe any special compiler or loader options used, such as:

1. Core present to zero or other values (CDC PRESET=ZERO)

2. Compiler optimization level

3. Rounding or truncation options.

All default LAHEY FORTRAN, Version 4.00 compiler options.

Math coprocessor is required.

4. Provide any special instructions regarding execution time or core storage requirements, such
as:

1. Special core storage requirements for loading or executing

2. Instructions for adjusting required core storage by increasing or decreasing array
dimensions

3. Estimates of relation of execution time to critical input parameters.

Run times for all routines except FLOW and RNNOD are generally very short (seconds). All
test problem run times are on the order of seconds on a 486 PC.

For the routine FLOW, run times are generally very short (seconds), but for large ratios (> 105)
of the depth of perched water (PERCH) to the crack half-width (CRACK/2) the run times can be
longer depending on the type of computer being used. In general, run times on a 386 computer
should be shorter than a minute.

For the routine RN,'NOD, cases that require a large number of iterations also tend to take a long
time to run. The run time is a function of the rate at which concentrations are changing in the
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system and the length of the simulation time period. Forexample, a 10,000 year simulation for a
non-sorbing radionuclide and a relatively high flow velocity through the crack
(DARV/CRKFRC > 1000) can require a large amount of computer time. For larger velocities in
the crack, simulations can take hours on a 386 computer. However, for simulations at lower
velocities, shorter times, or including sorption, the routine will run relatively quickly (seconds
to minutes).

5. Identify all input and output unit numbers and their purpose. List all locations of end-of-file
tests.

Input on FORTRAN 77 "*", interactive

Input on FORTRAN 77 "3", local directory input required

Output on FORTRAN 77 "4", local directory output files created

If tapes areused for submittal, please use the attached tape description form. Be sure to include
a copy of thejob that createdthe tape. Wherepossible, we would preferto receive tapes with the
following format: 9 track, 1600 bpi, unlabeled, in EBCDIC characterformat, with fixed length
block or unblocked records.

Not applicable.

If diskettes are used for submittal, they should be 3.5" and MS-DOS compatible.

Delivered compatible with MS-DOS on 3.5".
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